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Preface

In June 1999, the Secretary of the Department of Energy,
Bill Richardson, launched the Department's broad based
Indian Initiative. As part of this initiative, he asked the
Energy Information Administration (EIA) to prepare a
study of energy on Indian lands to include:

* "the electricity use and needs of Indian households
and tribes,"

* "the comparative electricity rates that Indian
households are paying, and"

. "the potential for renewable resources development-
of Indian lands."

The EIA prepared this report In response to the
Secretary's request. The report is organized Into the
four chapters and four appendices that follow.
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Executive Summary

Renewable energy projects are considered particularly
appropriate on Indian lands because they are generally
environmentally benign and harmonize well with
nature, consistent with Indian culture. Accordingly, the
Department of Energy (DOE) has provided financial
support each year since 1992 for developing renewable
energy projects on these lands.' In February 1999,
Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson revised and
extended DOE's original 1992 Indian lands policy2
through a $1.8 millionsolicitation forrenewable projects.

A major focus of the current policy is to improve the
quality of life on Native American lands through
increased access to energy. To this end, the Secretary of
Energy directed the Energy Information Administration
(EIA) to undertake a study of the cost and availability of
electricity to Indian households on Indian lands, as well
as the feasibility of using renewable energy there.
Because most tribal lands are remote and sparsely
populated, they are also considered to be-good sites for
testing the market potential of dispersed energy sources
like renewables.

This report examines electricity use, prices, and renew-
able energy potential for both Federally Recognized
Indian Reservations, and Tribal Jurisdictional Statistical
'Areas (TJSAs) in Oklahoma. 3 The principal results are:

Indian households on reservations are dis-
proportionately without electricity. The analysis -
determined that 14.2 percent of Indian households,.
on reservations had no access to electricity,-as
compared to only 1.4 percent of all U.S. house-
holds.'4

According to EIA's Residential Energy Consump-
tion Survey (RECS), electricity prices paid by
Indian households in 1997. (8.7 cents per kWh)
were not statistically different from prices paid by
U.S. households as a whole (8.1 cents per kilo-
watthour (kWh)). However, Indians living on
Indian lands generally pay a greater portion of
their income for electricity (Figure ESI). Regional
data on electricity prices for Indian households In
1998 were also estimated from an EIA survey of
U.S. electric utilities (Table ESi). Ninety-two per-
cent of the 175,000 Indian households on Indian
lands are located in just four of the North
American Electric Reliability Council subregions.
Electric utilities servicing counties containing
Indian lands In three of those four subregions
have higher rates than all utilities with residential
customers in the subregion. From these data, it Is
Impossible to determine whether the higher costs
are - due 'to the -cost of' 'ervici. f6rd sparsely'-
populated rural areas, including Indian lands or
other factors.

* Some Indian lands appear to have potential for.
renewable energy development: Sixty-one reser-
vations/TJSAs, having 50 percent of the Indian
population on Indian- landi,'appear to have
renewable resources that might be developed for
central station generation for a levelized cost of
less than 2 cents per kilowatthour (kWh) above
regional wholesale prices (Table ES2). These pre-

---- miums exclude any transmission costs required to
connect the plant to the regional transmission
grid.5 Biomass energy on the Eastern Cherokee

' See website http://www.doe.gov/news/releases99/febpr/pr99022.htm for a discussion or the revised Indian energy policy and
Appendix A.

2 The Department of Energy (DOE) first developed a policy governing its work with American Indians in 1992. Among other things.
the policy stated that, 'The Department will Identify and seek to remove impediments to working directly and effectively with tribal
governments on DOE programs." Further, the policy committed DOE to consider Indian cultural issues in all of its programs.

I The term Indian lands" is used to denote Federally Recognized Indian Reservations and TJSAs together.
4 Although the 199o Decennial Census source data alows for the possibility that households incurred no electridty cost simply because

electricity was provided by some other payer. subsequent contacts with Indian affairs experts demonstrated this is not the case.
5 The cost premiums also assume there is an existing transmission and distribution system infrastructure for these reservations to use

the power themselves. Otherwise marketing power to off-reservation customers Is likely to be the only feasible option, as costs for new
distribution systems to sparsely arrayed reservation households would be quite high.
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Figure ES1. Percentiles of Electricity Costs Relative to Total Household Income, for
Households that Pay for Electricity, 1990
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HHs = Households.
110wh percentile indicates that the least-burdened 10 percent of households pay no more than this percentage of
income for electricity.
2 5ot? percentile indicates the median electricity expenditures as a percent of income.
3 901h percentile indicates that the most-burdened 10 percent of households pay at least this percentage of income
for electricity. - - --
* Includes households In TJSAs.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Decennial Census of Housing.

reservation in western North Carolina has the
lowest incremental cost of all fuels on Indian
lands examined, at just 0.1 cents per kWh more
than the wholesale price of electricity. On the
same reservation, wind power is projected to cost
only 0.4 cents per kWh more. In general, biomass
provides the greatest potential for relatively
inexpensive renewable-based central station
power on 52 of the 61 reservations distributed
widely across the United States. By contrast, all of
the Indian lands where wind has the lowest
renewable cost premium are located in New
Mexico. The premium for wind electricity on New
Mexico reservations is 1.8 cents per kWh.

* The Indian lands with the greatest need for elec-
trification are generally in Arizona. On the Navajo
Reservation,6 almost 37 percent of all households
do not have access to electricity (Table ES3). This
occurs despite the fact that there is an indigenous

supply of coal and a large power generation
station with major transmission lines on this
reservation. Moreover, the Navajo Reservation
accounts for 75 percent of all Indian households
on tribal lands not having electricity. Other Ari-
zona reservations with high rates of non-electric
households include: Hopi Reservation (29 per-
cent), Salt River Reservation (12 percent), and Fort
Apache Reservation (9 percent).-In the Dakotas,
the Standing Rock Reservation also has a very
high rate of households without electricity, 18
percent.

* Photovoltaic (PV) rooftop modules may be a
feasible way to provide limited electric service
(without backup power) to large numbers of
households on the Navajo Reservation, and
possibly others. The levelized cost for distributed
PV generation ranges from 28.0 to 51.6 cents per
kWh. While substantially higher than the average

6 That is, the Navajo Reservation and Trust Lands, located primarily in Arizona but also in New Mexico and Utah.
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Table ES1. 1998 Residential Average Revenue per Kilowatthour
(1998 cents/kWh)

Average for All U.S. Households
NERA Region All Households | Average for Indians Percent of Indian

NERC Subregion Average on Indian Lands | " .- Households
ECAR . .. ECAR 7.7 8.5 0.2
ERCOT . . . ERCOT 7.8 -'-
MAAC .. MAAC - 10.1
MAIN . .. EM 7.2
MAIN . ..... NI 10.6
MAIN .. SCI 8.8
MAIN . . WUM . 7.2 7.8 1.6
MAPP . . ' MAPP - - 7.8 -4-111
NCPP . . NEPX ' 1 1.6 13.2 _ 0.3
NCPP .. NYPP 13.6 12.8 1.2
SERC .. FL 8.0 8.4 0.3
SERC . ..... SOC ....- __7.4_ - 0.5
SERC ... IVA 6.4
SERC .. VACAR 7.9 8.4 1.1
SPP .. N 7.3 9.2 -0.2
SPPI.. SE 7.3 6.8 . 0.1
SPP ..... WC 6.4 7.1 38.0
WSCC .. AZN 8.9 8.2 31.2
WSCC .. CNV 10.3 10.6 2.1
WSCC . NWP * 5.6 6.3 11.7
WSCC .. RMPA 7.4 : 8.1 0.4

"Note that 92 percent of the Indian population living on Indian land is in 4 regions: MAPP, SPPMWC, WSCC/AZN, and'
WSCC/NWP..

NERC = North American Electric Reliability Council. See Appendix D for map of NERC regions.
Source: Energy Information Administration, 1998 Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report," and EIA estimates as

documented in this report . i

residential price of electricity, the Navajo Reser-
vation has many households extremely remote
from transmission/distribution lines. This raises
distribution costs to a level far higher than--
average. DOE's National Center for Photovoltaics

- --- - - indicates thata distance from 'the nearest utility
line of only a quarter mile raises distribution costs
sufficiently to make PVs cost-effective at 25 to 50
cents per kWh. In addition, if the cost of the PV
system can be paid for through a 30-year home
mortgage, its levelized cost can be reduced to 15
to 20 cents per kWh. These estimates exclude the
cost of back-up power or energy storage, which'
could raise the cost of full-service PV rooftop-
based electricity by a factor of 3 or 4.

* Biomass central station projects on the Navajo
Reservation in Arizona and wind projects on the

disk Mescalero Apache Reservation in New Mexico

might also offer potential renewable resources to
electrify Indian households. Those reservations have
the highest and fourth-highest rates of households

* without electricity, 37 and 15 percent. respectively.
Relatively high rates of non-electrification, however,

-- - -call into question whether the necessary distribution
systems are in place to provide grid-connected
power to these households.

TJSAs in Oklahoma are generally characterized by high
rates of electrification-the same as the Oklahoma pop-
ulation at large-modest renewable energy resources,
and moderate electricity rates. Indians living on TJSAs
in Oklahoma pay electricity rates comparable to those
paid by other citizens. However, central station biomass
may have a potential market there. It has a premium of
only 1.8 cents per kWh over the wholesale price of elec-
tricity on the Cherokee, Choctaw, and Kiowa tribal
lands.
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Table ES2. Indian Lands With Highest Potential for Central Station Developmenta

1990 Indian Minimum
Occupied Wholesale Renewable

I
Indian Land

Eastern Cherokee Reservation ...........
Eastern Cherokee Reservation ...........
Alabama and Coushatta Reservation .......
Coushatta Reservation .................
Mississippi Choctaw Reservation ..........
Poarch Creek Reservation ...............
Iowa Reservation ......................
Kickapoo Reservation ..................
Sac and Fox (KS-NE) Reservation .........
Hannahville Community .................
Lac du Flambeau Reservation ............
-LAnse Reservation .... .. -.-.-

Menominee Reservation ................
Oneida (West) Reservation ..............
Potawatomi (Wisconsin) Reservation .......
Sokaogon Chippewa Community ..........
Stockbridge Reservation ................
Wisconsin Winnebago Reservation ........
Lac Vieux Desert Reservation .
Cherokee TJSA .
ChoctawTJSA .....................

Kiowa-Comanche-Apache-Fort Sill Apache
TJSA ....... ...
Fort Apache Reservation ................
Navajo Reservation ....................
Isleta Pueblo .........................
Jemez Pueblo ........................
Jicarilla Apache Reservation .............
Mescalero Apache Reservation ...........
Nambe Pueblo .
Picuris Pueblo ........................

- TaosPueblo ........
Tesuque Pueblo .......................
ZIA Pueblo ..........
Bay Mills Reservation ..................

Isabella Reservation ...................

Sault Ste. Marie Reservation .............
Bois Forte (Nett Lake) Reservation ........
Deer Creek Reservation .................
Fond du Lac Reservation ................
Grand Portage Reservation ..............
Leech Lake Reservation ................

Mille Lacs Reservation ..................
Prairie Island Community ................

I
State

Abbreviation
NC
NC
TX
LA
MS
AL

KS-NE
KS

KS-NE
Ml
WI

- Ml
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
Ml
OK
OK

OK
AZ

AZ-NM-U
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
Ml

-Ml
Mi
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN
MN

Housing Price Premium Renewable
I Units I (98clkWh) I (98c/kWh) I Fuel

- 4 v D =^ A w^. .^ ^
1,100
1,786

143
12

830
66
33

100
16

37
428
257

824
707

- 71
62

156
118

37
20,308

* 9,080

4.3

4.3

4.1
4.1
3.7
3.7
3.1
3.1
3.1
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

3.0
3.0

U.-1

0.4
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.8

Biomass
Wind

Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass-
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass

Biomass
Biomass
Biomass

Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind
Wind

Wind

Wind
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass

- Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass
Biomass

3,511
2,232

29,375
831
402
607
595
118
48

422
60

143
104

* 209
77

106
1

342
87

999
119

20

3.0
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4

3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.7

- 2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

-1.8 -

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

See notes at end of table.
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Table ES2. Indian Lands With Highest Potential for Central Station Development a (Continued)

-. 11990
Indian Minimum

-Occupied Wholesale Renewable|
State Housing Price Premium Renewable

Indian Land Abbreviation Units (98c/kWh) (98c/kWh)"- Fuel
Red Lake Reservation . M MN 928 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Vermillion Lake Reservation . M MN 27 2.7 1.9 Biomass
White Earth Reservation . MN 816 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Omaha Reservation .. . . . IA-NE 429 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Sac and Fox (Iowa) Reservation .I IA 135 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Bad River Reservation .. WI 285 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Crow Creek Reservation ....... ......... SD 352 2.7 1.9 -Biomass

Devils Lake Sioux Reservation .ND 627 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Flandreau Reservation .SD 78 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Fort Berthold Reservation .ND 848 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation.. WI 523 2.7 1.9 _ Biomass
Lake Traverse (Sisseton) Reservation ...... ND-SD 739 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Lower Brule Reservation ....... ......... SD 237 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Biomass Red Cliff Reservation ...... ...... WI 216 2.7 1.9 Biomass
St. Croix Reservation ......... .......... WI 138 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Santee Reservation ......... ........... NE 140 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Turtle Mountain Reservation ...... ....... ND-SD 1,452 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Winnebago Reservation ........ ......... NE 311 2.7 1.9 Biomass
Yankton Reservation ..... SD' 490 2.7 1.9 *Biomass

"Excludes Trust Lands..
Notes: The wholesale price is the 1998 average revenue for sales for resale (including firm and non-firm) and the

transmission cost to the intertie.
Source: EIA estimates as documented in this report. - -

Some of the least costly renewable applications
described In this report might generate a positive cash
flow for Indian lands if the power were sold into the
wholesale electricity market. Several State and Federal
incentives exist or have been proposed for renewable
power, such as a payment of 1.2 cents per kWh from the
Energy Policy-AcCs -(EPACI) Renewable Energy Pro-
duction Incentive (REPI) program. These Incentives
could further increase the feasibility of renewable energy
projects on Indian lands. In addition, if the Administra-
tion's proposed electricity restructuring legislation were

enacted,8 renewable energy projects on Indian tribal
lands would be awarded double credits in the-Renew-
able Portfolio Standard credit trading program.

In evaluating the above information, it is critical to note
that renewable energy project feasibility tends to be
highly site- and project-specific. Therefore, the feasibility

-of projects at any location, such as those mentioned
above, are highly dependent upon numerous local
factors (e.g., land use, terrain, electricity infrastructure,
actual electric rates paid).

7 This is a levelized cost. The actual REPI incentive is 1.5 cents per kWh.
I The Administration's "Comprehensive Electricity Competition Plan" proposal, submitted September 17. 1999. is available on the

Internet at: http://home.doe.gov/policy/ceca.htm.
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Table ES3. Renewable Options for Indian Lands with High Incidences of Indian Households Without
Electricity"

Indian Land
Navajo Reservation .................
Hopi Reservation ...................
Standing Rock Reservation ...........
Mescalero Apache Reservation ........
Salt River Reservation ...............
Fort Apache Reservation .............
Papago Reservation ................

Lake Traverse (Sisseton) Reservation ...

Gila River Reservation ...............
Turtle M6untain Reservation ..........
Pine Ridge Reservation ..............
San Carlos Reservation ..............
Fort Belknap Reservation .............
Rosebud Reservation ................

Iowa TJSA ........................
Jicarilla Apache Reservation ..........
Fort Berthold Reservation ............
Wind River Reservation ..............
Leech Lake Reservation ..............
Pascua Yaqui Reservation ............
Cheyenne River Reservation .......
Otoe-Missouria TJSA ................
Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation ........
Zuni Pueblo ..... ;
Flathead Reservation ................
Colorado River Reservation .........
Fort Hall Reservation ................

White Earth Reservation .............
Acoma Pueblo .....................
Northern Cheyenne Reservation ........
Nez Perce Reservation ..............
Fort Peck Reservation ...............
Mississippi Choctaw Reservation .......
Devils Lake Sioux Reservation .........

1990 Indian Occupied
|Housing Units

29,375
1,724
1,133

595
855

2,232
2,086

739
2,295
1,452
2,215

- 1,634.
656

1,656
64

607
848

1,474
999

525
1,293

130
523

1,465
1,732

652
832
816
586

- 880

581
1,591

830
627

I
II Percent Withoul

Electricity
36.8
28.6
18.2
15.2
11.9

9.3
7.8
7.8
7.6
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.5
5.1
4.9
4.7
4.6
3.9
3.5
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.1

. . 2.0
1.9
1.9

1.9

1.7

1.7
1.7
1.6

-1.6

t
| State Policies

Y

Y
N

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N

Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y

Y

N

Y

Y
Y
N -

Y
N
N

"Excludes Trust Lands.
Source: EIA estimates as documented in this report. -
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1. Introduction

Household energy availability and use on Indian lands'
is significantly below that of non-Indian households. In
fact, sizable Indian populations have no access to
electricity at all. This perpetuates a low standard of
living, as energy supply and economic well-being are
closely linked. Consequently, the Secretary of Energy
requested this report to quantify the electricity and
renewable energy situations on Indian lands and discuss s
the potential for using renewable energy there. One goal
of the study-is to provide a sound basis for Congress to
decide how best to appropriate funds t6provideIndiahn
households with electricity in an environmentally benign
and economically efficient fashion, so that they can
advance and enjoy the same prosperity that other
Americans do.

The biggest challenge in conducting this study was
obtaining the necessary data. While EIA collects exten-
sive data on U.S. energy supply and consumption
patterns, only a small amount of Information is related*
to ethnic groups. Since current EIA data have proven
inadequate. EIA has turned to older studies (e.g., energy
consumption), or - has approximated the necessary.
information (e.g., energy prices).

Chapter 2 discusses Indian household electrification,
prices Indians paid for energy compared-to the U.S.-
population as a whole, and other related issues. Here,
EIA used the 1990 Decennial Census of Population and
Housing and EIA's 1997 Residential Energy Consump-
tion Survey. While these data are slightly dated and
based on only representative samples of the population,
they recognize ethnicity and thus provide insight
unavailable elsewhere. EIA was able to approximate
current information on electricity rates for Indian land
households from Its electric power data surveys.

Renewable resources are an excellent source of clean,
sustainable energy. Chapter 3 analyzes the potential for
developing these resources. to solve the Indians'
problems of electrification and self sufficiency (in energy

supply), as well as addresses the possible marketing of
power on and off Indian lands. Renewable resources
for this study include solar, wind, biomass, geothermal,
and hydropower.

In order to assess which Indian lands have what renew--
able resources, a series of composite maps is presented
in Chapter 3-one for each energy source except hydro-
electric power and an additional one for the electric
power transmission grid. Some forms of renewable
energy, such as solar/photovoltaic, small wind, geo-
thermal heat pumps, and wood seem to be candidates
for use in dispersed applications. Large-scale wind and
'solar, high-heat geothermal, and biomass are more likely
for central station applications. An economic assess-
ment of renewable-based electricity is presented for
selected tribal lands having a high incidence of house-
holds without electricity and, alternatively, for selected
lands with comparatively 'favorable opportunities for
developing central station power to be marketed on and-
off Indian lands.

- To conduct this assessment, certain estimates or data
were required for each Indian land:

* The average residential price for electricity In the
area, including and surroundingeach Indian land.
For households off the grid and without elec-
tricity, this gives an indication of the price they
would pay if connected, In- addition to the
potential cost of extending the transmission and
distribution system. - --

* The wholesale price of electricity for the area
surrounding each Indian land. This is used to
approximate the revenue the Indians 'might
receive for electricity produced by them and
marketed off Indian lands.

* The cost 'of developing renewable electricity
based on historical costs used in the EIA's

' The terms 'Indian lands" and 'Indian tribal lands" In this report refer to Federally Recognized Indian Reservations In the 48
contiguous States and Tribal Jurisdictional Statistical Areas In Oklahoma. Thus. Federal reservations in Alaska and Hawail, as well as State
Indian lands, are excluded.

2 The historical wholesale price includes the cost of transmission to the intertie.
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Energy Modeling System. The lower the costs com-
pared to wholesale prices, the better the prospects
are for renewable resource development. Unfor-
funately, this combination rarely occurs in practice.
In the West, where most Indian lands with good
renewable resources are located, the wholesale price
of electricity is lower than in the rest of the United
States.3 thus leading to poor comparative economics
for renewable energy.

Chapter 3 also. presents an analysis of factors (e.g.
project criteria) that influence the economic and tech-
nical feasibility of renewable projects. Areas to be
assessed include revenue flows, demand planning,

indirect costs/benefits, infrastructure, financial con-
dition, and project assessment. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of limitations on renewable energy
development.

Finally, Chapter 4 presents the results of the study.
Appendix A lists DOE-funded Indian Energy Projects
from FY1994 through FYI999. The tables in Appendix B
detail energy consumption. Appendix C contains infor-
mation about accessing dynamic maps of renewable
resource potential on Indian lands. Appendix D presents
a map of North American Electric Reliability Council
(NERC) regions. A Glossary is also included.

A considerable amourit of the electricity sold into Indian lands comes from hydroelectric power sold by the Western Area Power
Administration and the Bonneville Power Administration..
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2. Energy Consumption on Indian Lands

According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census, American
Indians comprise slightly under I percent of the U.S.
population (an estimated 2.3 million persons in 1997)
and, correspondingly, slightly less than I percent of U.S.
households nationwide. Many Indian households are

as a whole are quite precise, but RECS data for Indian
households are subject to larger uncertainty because
Indian households are a small proportion of households
in the country, and thus, in the RECS sample.

found in and around reservations/tribal lands, but - Oftheapproximately600,000Indianhouseholdsinthe
Indian households are also distributed throughout the United States in 1990, almost 20 percent were on Indian
country. Ini considering initiatives to support the Indian reservations with over 500 households. Another 10 per-
population, one must consider Indian access to and costs cent were located in so-called Tribal Jurisdictional
for energy,' especially electricity. This chapter .sum- . Statistical Areas (JMSAs) in Oklahoma, and the
marizes'available inifor'matzion onthese isstues fromithlie remaining 7O+percent were spread acrossthe'country.
1990 Census of Housing (the so-called "long form" of the The Indians in households not on Indian lands, as well
Decennial Census) and the Energy Information Admin- as those in the TISAs, had access status for electricity
istration's (EIA) 1997 Residential Energy Consumption similar to U.S. households as a whole (Figure 1). Only
Survey (RECS), a national sample survey of household a small percentage of households were recorded by the
energy use that enables energy data tb be evaluated 1990 Housing Census as having, no cost for elec-
according to household characteristics. Both the Census tricity/no access. However, Indians on -reservations
of Housing data and the RECS data for U.S. households were another story. Fully one in .7 households, about

9- -Figure 1. Percent Distribution' of U.S. and Indian Households by Electricity -

Access/Payment Status, 1990

All U.S. Households

Indian Households not
on Indian Lands

- Indian Households in
TJSAs

- Indian Households on
Reservations

4.4

- . , 6.3

A* e '., * -Q3.

3.3

3.0 14.2

.,,,,~~ .6 ' '

2.7 -

1.0

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Paying for r--=:l . Electricity Costs No Cost/No Access _
Electricity }LJ Included in Rent | - to Electricity

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Decennial Census of Housing.
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I 6,000 total, were In the no cost/no access category, and
authoritative sources state that the reason is the lack of
access to electricity, not central purchasingorganizations
or other arrangements that might provide Indian house-
holds with access at no cost.4 Over three-quarters of
these 16,000 households were located on the Navajo
reservation of Arizona/New Mexico, where over one-
third of the 34,000 households did not have access, even
though generation and transmission facilities are located
within the boundaries of the reservation. Detailed
information from the 1990 Census of Housing, which
include data for individual TISAs and reservations of
over 500 Indian households, is given In Appendix B.

Indian households that did pay for electricity in 1990
had costs that were similar to U.S. households as a
whole, whether or not they were on reservations. How-
ever, because of their generally lower household,
Incomes, electricity costs were a greater burden for
Indian households, especially those on reservations

(Figure 2). While the distribution of electricity costs
relative to household income was only slightly more
burdensome for Indian households outside of reserva-
tions than for the general population, fully 10 percent of
Indian households on reservations spent 20 percent or
more of their income on electricity.

The access issue is much less clear for natural gas and
other fuels (e.g., coal, wood, and propane). These are not
considered as crucial for the modern lifestyle as elec-
tricity and are not used by virtually all U.S. households,
as electricity is. However, for Indian households on
reservations that do pay for these fuels, the burden
remains. The most-burdened I0 percent of these house-
holds paid a much higher proportion of their income for
these fuels in 1990 than did U.S. households as a whole
or non-reservation Indian households (Figure 3). It
should also be noted that 37 percent of Indian house-
holds on reservations used and paid for one or more
fuels besides natural gas and electricity in 1990, a

Figure 2. Percentiles of Electricity Costs Relative to Total Household Income, for
Households That Pay for Electricity, 1990

- 0;
1 th Percentile'

All U.S. HHs .................
Indian HHg Not On Reservations*.

Indian HHs On Reservations .....

50th Percentile2

All U.S. HHs .................
Indian HHs Not On Reservations'.

Indian HHs On Reservations .....

90oh Percentile3

All U.S. HHs .................
Indiari HHs Not On Reservations*.

Indian HHs On Reservations ......

'a-

�I2:

9-

.1

11 1111111 77i. ;: iri, 20
0 5. -10 15

Percent of Household Income

20 25

HHs = Households.
11 oth percentile indicates that the least-burdened 10 percent of households pay no more than this percentage of
income for electricity.
2 50th1 percentile indicates the median electricity expenditures as a percent of income.
3 9oth percentile indicates that the most-burdened 10 percent of households pay at least this percentage of income
for electricity.

Includes households in TJSAs.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Decennial Census of Housing.

4 Based on conversations with Richard Wilson of the Bureau of Indian Affairs on February 17, 2000 and David Lester of the Council
of Energy Resource Tribes on February 25. 2000.
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Figure 3. 90h Percentile' of Energy Costs Relative to Total Household Income for
Households Paying for the Energy, 1990

Electricity

All U.S. HHs ..................
Indian HHs Not On Reservations I . .
Indian HHs On Reservations ......

Natural Gas

All U.S. HHs ..................
Indian HHs Not On Reservations *..

I_ 9

-Ye 312

20
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Other (coal, wood, LPG, etc.)

All U.S. HHs ..............
n - - d Indian HHs Not On Reservations I ..

Indian HHs On Reservations ......

0 5 -10 15 20 25

Percent of Household Income

HHs = Households; LPG = Uquefied Petroleum Gases.
I 90h percentile indicates that the most-burdened 10 percent of households paying for an energy source paid at
least this proportion of their household Income for I.

lndudes households in TJSAs.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Decennial Census of Housing.

percentage that is twice as high as for U.S. households In
general (18.4 percent) or for.Indian households not on'-.
reservations (17.5 percent).

The next portion of this chapter focuses on more recent
data from the EIA's 1997 Residential Energy Consump-
tion Survey (RECS) ,which includes energy consumption
as well as expenditures data, but is much less precise
due to Its relatively small sample size. especially for:.
Indian households.5 The 1997 RECS estimates ihat
Indian households consumed about 101 trillion-.Btu1:
(TBtu) of major energy sources (electricity, natural gas.
LPG. fuel oil, and kerosene) in 1997, roughly the same
amount as households in the Kansas City metropolitan
area. Over half this energy, about 54 trillion Btu, is
electricity (including power station use and transmis-

sion losses), and another 41 trillion Btu is natural gas.
-Together, these two sources account for 94 percent of
major energy use (Figure 4), about the same fraction that
they repre-sent for all U.S. households. The electricity
quantity is equivalent to 5.2 billion kWh. about the
amount that could be generated bya 600-MW power
plant operating at full capacity 24 hours per day
throughout the year. The total 1997 energy bill for
Indian households was about $750 million. Electricity
accounted for three-fifths of Indian household energy
expenditures, and natural gas about one-third.

The average Indian household consumed about 143 mil-
lion Btu of primary energy. (including electricity losses),
28 million less than the average across all U.S. house-
holds, geographically adjusted.6 This difference across

5 RECS data cover all Native American households, whether on tribal lands or not.
6 The remainder of this section compares average household energy use and expenditures and average energy prices for Indian

households and US. households as a whole. One major problem with such comparisons is that Indian households are distributed much
different geographically across the U.S. than households of other groups. Energy use and energy costs vary widely by geographic area,
due to availability of energy sources, utility cost structures. etc. Thus, unadjusted comparisons between Indian households and U.S.
households as a whole might reflect geographic differences rather than any difference attributable to Indian experience. To address this
concern, all data for U.S. households are adjusted so that they are based on a distribution In the geographic areas measured by the RECS
that is the same as the distribution of Indian population in those areas as of July 1 1997. according to the U.S. Census Bureau's population
data set PE-65 "Estimates ofthe Population of States by Age. Sex. Race, and Hispanic Origin: 1990 to 1997.
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Figure 4. Energy Consumption and Expenditures for Major Energy Sources in All
Indian Households, 1997

4A. Consumption 100.8 Trillion Btu (TBtu) 4B. Expenditures S757 Million

Natural Gas 41.0%
.. 41.3 TBtu

Natural Gas 33.8%
$256 Million

_

Other 6.2%
$47 Million

I-Other 5.9%
5.9 TBtu

Electricity 53.2%
53.6 TBtu

Electricity 60.0%
$454 Million

Source: Energy Information Administration, 1997 Residential Energy Consumption Survey.

major energy sources is of marginal statistical signifi-
cance. However, the average Indian household supplied
with electricity clearly uses less than the average U.S.
household. On average. Indian households use only
about 75 percent of the electricity used by U.S. house-

-holds in general, a statistically significant difference
(Figure 5).

Primarily because of this substantial difference in elec-
tricity use; the average 1997 energy bill for Indian
households was almost $1,100. nearly $200 less than the
average bill for all U.S. households-a significant differ-
encei. Natural gas, however, does not show a significant
difference (Figure 6). Indian households paid prices for
electricity (8.7 cents per kWh) and natural gas ($6.36 per
thousand cubic feet) that were not significantly different
from the prices paid by U.S. households as a whole
(Figure 7). In other words, while Indian households use
less energy, and specifically, less electricity than U.S.
households as a whole, RECS shows no evidence of
differential price experience for Indian households.

Retail Electricity Rates Paid by
Indians Living on

-Indian Reservations and TJSAs-

For comparison with the RECs surveystatistics gathered
from the Indian households, additional information on

electricity prices on Indian Reservations and TJSAs in
1998 was estimated from the electric utilities serving
those areas. EIA's "Annual Electric Utility Report"
(Form EIA-861) collects data from all electric utilities on
their residential sales and revenues in each State. The
survey does-not specifically identify-iidian lands.
however, so average prices have been estimated using
several sources to identify the utilities serving each
Indian land. These prices should thus be viewed as
approximate.

Roughly40 percent of Indian households on reservations
and TJSAs pay between 7.0 and 7.5 cents per kWh for
electricity in their homes (Figure 8). Ninety-two percent
of the 175.000 Indian households on Indian lands are
located in just four of the North American Electric
Reliability Council subregions (Table 1). Electric utilities
servicing counties containing Indian lands in three of
those four subregions have higher rates than all utilities
with residential customers In the subregion. From these
data, It is impossible to determine whether the higher
costs are due to the cost of service for sparsely
populated rural areas, including Indian lands, or other
factors.

Not surprisingly, the reservations with the lowest prices
are those In the Pacific Northwest where extensive
hydropower is available, while the highest prices are in
Maine, New York, and California (Table 2). Reser-
vations in New Mexico are also estimated to have
relatively high rates.
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Figure 5. Consumption in 1997 Per Household Using Energy Source: All U.S.
Households and All Indian Households
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Figure 6. Expenditures in 1997 Per Household Using Energy Source: All U.S.
Households and Indian Households
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Figure 7. Electricity and Natural Gas Prices: All U.S. Households and All Indian
Households
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Figure 8. Distribution of Residential Electricity Rates on Indian Lands
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Table 1. 1998 Residential Average Revenue per Kilowatthour (1998 CentslkWh)

Average for All U.S. Households
Average for

NERC Region NERC Investor- All Indians on Percent of
Sub- Coop- Owned Municipal Households Indian Indian

reqion eratives Utilities Utilities All Other Average Lands8  Households
ECAR ............ ECAR 6.8 7.9 6.4 6.2 7.7 8.5 0.2
ERCOT .. . ERCOT
MMC .. . MAAC
MAIN . . EM
MAIN ... . NI
MAIN ...... SCI
MAIN .WUM
MAPP .MAPP
NCPP'. NEPX
NCPP .NYPP
SERC .FL __

SERC .SOC
SERC .TVA
SERC .VACAR
SPP .N
SPP .SE
SPP. WC

WSCC .AZN
WSCC . CNV
WSCC . ' NWP
WSCC .RMPA

7.5
9.2
6.8

10.1
8.1
7.4

15.5
8.5
7.9
7.7
6.6
8.2

7.6
7.1
7.0

10.2

6.7
5.9

7.7

8.0
10.2

7.2

10.7
8.7
7.3
8.0

11.7
14.1

8.1

7.3

7.7
7.4
7.4
6.3
9.4

10.6
6.1 -

7.6

7.0
8.6
7.0
7.4
6.6
5.9
6.1
9.4
4.0
7.6
7.1
6.3
8.5
6.8
6.9
6.4
8.3

10.0
4.7
6.4

6.7

13.5

5.8

6.6

6.3

7.9

8.3
4.5

8.3

7.8

10.1
7.2

10.6
8.8
7.2

7.4
11.6

13.6
8.0

7.4

6.4
7.9

7.3

7.3
6.4

8.9

10.3
5.6

7.4

7.8 -

7.8
13.2

12.8

-8.4.

6.9

8.4 -

9.2

6.8
7.1

8.2

10.6
6.3

8.1

1.6
,, 11.1 - -

0.3
1.2
0.3
0.5

1.1
0.2

' 0.1'
38.0
31.2

.2.1
11.7

0.4

a Note that 92 percent of the Indian population living on Indian land, are in 4 regions: MAPP, SPP/WC, WSCC/AZN, and
WSCCINWP.

- = Not applicable.
NERC = North American Electric Reliability Council. See Appendix D for map of NERC regions.
Source: Energy Information Administration, 1998 Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report." and EIA estimates as

documented in this report.

Methodology for Estimating Electricity
Rates Paid by Indian Land Households

The EIA-861 data were used as the source of all utility
average residential electricity prices. To assign one or
more utilities to each Indian land as the most likely
provider, EIA used the following sources:

* A -list from the Rural Utilities Service (RUS) of
Cooperative Utilities that serve Native Americans

* Information from various web sites about utilities
that sold electricity to Indian lands

* Specific Information on the utilities serving the
Navajo Tribal Utility Authority and the Tohono

_. O'Odham Tribal Authority

- - General Information and assumptions about elec-
: - tricity providers to Indian lands.

For the majority of Indian lands, counties in the Indian
land were matched with utilities having residential sales

* in those counties. However, In most counties there are
multiple utility providers, Including Investor-owned
utilities'(IOUs), cooperatives, and other providers, such
as public utility districts, State agencies, or Federal
agencies. Municipals were excluded because they serve
single towns or cities and would overstate the number of

.. potential. providers to the'reservations. - Of .the319
counties which contain populated portions of reser-
vations or TJSAs, almost 40 were served by only one
utility, but 61 had 5 or more utilities (Figure 9).
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. Table 2. Reservations with the Highest Residential Electricity Prices

Average
Residential Price

Reservation Name State Indian Population (1998 cent/kWh)
Penobscot Reservation and Trust Lands ..... ..... ME 417 13.4
Indian Township Reservation ....... ............ ME 541 13.3
Pleasant Point Reservation ....... ............. ME 523 13.3

Onondaga Reservation ........... ............. NY 2 13.2
St. Regis Mohawk Reservation ...... ........... NY 1,923 13.2
Tuscarora Reservation ......... ............... NY 310 13.2
Agua Caliente Reservation ........ ............. CA 117 13.1
Cabazon Reservation ......... ............... CA 20 13.1
Cahuilla Reservation .......... ............... CA 82 13.1
Morongo Reservation .......... ............... . CA 527 - 13.1 -- -

Pechanga Reservation ......... ............... CA 289 13.1
Santa Rosa Reservation ........ .............. CA 37 13.1
Soboba Reservation ............. CA - 308 13.1
Cattaraugus Reservation ........ .............. NY 2,051 13.0
Torres-Martinez Reservation ....... ............ CA 143 12.9
Oil Springs Reservation ........ ............... NY 0 12.6
Mescalero Apache Reservation ................. . . NM 2,516 12.4
Tonawanda Reservation ........ .............. NY 453 12.1

Note: Several reservations are in the same county and therefore have the same estimated electricity prices.
Source: EIA estimates as documented in this report.

Figure 9. Number of Non-Municipal Utilities
Serving Counties with Indian Lands

0- 80 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

_60 .. . . . . . ..

Z 20 ._ . .

1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9 10
Number of Utilizes

Source: Energy Informaton Administration. 1998 Form EIA-861.
'Annual Electric Utility Report," and Bureau of Census, 1990 Decennial
Census.

If there was no information to determine which utility
was the provider. It was assumed that if a cooperative
were in a county In which there was an Indian land, then
It was the likely provider. In cases where more than one
of these cooperatives was listed for a county, their rates
were averaged. The methodology further assumed that
if the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) sold power In the
county, It was a likely provider. For the remaining
counties, where no RUS borrower or BIA was desig--
nated, the residential rates of all the IOUs-and -coop'- -

eratives serving the county were averaged. If there were
no IOUs or cooperatives in a county, which occurred in

.a few cases In the Northwest, then the Public Utility
District average rate was used.

Average residential electric rates by county were com-
bined into an average for each Indian land by weighting
each county according to the number of households in
the county.
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3. Potential for Renewable Energy

Introduction

This chapter provides information needed to determine
good renewable energy prospects on Indian tribal lands.
It begins with a series of maps showing U.S. renewable
energy resources and the Nation's electricity grid with
an overlay-of Indian tribal land boundaries. Following-
the maps is an assessment by individual tribal land of
the premium for each renewable electricity resource
over the cost of purchased electricity. The results include -

two lists of sites for further investigation. One shows
Indian lands where the marginal cost of renewable
energy over current wholesale electricity cost was least;

.the other shows the highest percentage of tribal
members without electricity.

Because renewable energy availability tends to be highly
site-specific and because there are often restrictions and
other considerations on land use for renewable energy
projects, it is essential to conduct individual project and.
site analyses before beginning any project. This chapter
provides an outline for this process following the data
on-renewable electricity costsand-conclude s vith a
discussion of limitations in developing renewable
resources.

Renewable Resources on
Indian Lands

Federal and Oklahoma Indian tribal lands are located- -
priniarllyin the western United States (Figure 10). This'
also tends to be where renewable resources are located.
Maps of solar/photovoltaic, concentrated solar power,-
wind, biomass,-and geothermaliresources are shown
overlaying tribal land boundaries (Figures 11-15). For
hydropower, no map-friendly source of resource
potentials was readily available. Therefore, EIA devel-
oped a generic assessment of new hydroelectric plant
costs, based on studies conducted by the Department of
Energy's Idaho National Engineeringand Environmental--
Laboratory (INEEL). Finally, the potential for renewable
resources-particularly for selling renewable power into
the grid-Is strongly influenced by access to trans-

mission lines, transmission line capability, and transmis-
sion line load (Figure 16). Figure 16 shows transmission
and location information. Unfortunately, no com-
prehensive source of data on transmission line load
exists.

A major caveat exists in applying resource estimates to
small land area reservations. Resources are estimated
either at the county level or some other small grid level
(e.g., 25 by 25 miles for solar). However, some reser-
vations are much smaller than this grid size. In those
cases, it is quite possible that either the resources listed
are not actually. on the reservation (e.g., biomass) or
there are small-area considerations that make the
resource not viable on the reservation.

Federal and Oklahoma Indian Lands

The map showing the boundaries of Federally Recog-
nized American Indian Reservations and Tribal Juris-

-dictional Statistical Areas (in Oklahoma) Indicates the
areas that are the subject of this report. It is derived
from a similar one available from the U.S..Department
of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Geographic

-Data Service Center (GDSC). A series of Indian maps
are available on the GDSC website:
http://wwvw.gdsc.bia.gov/maps.htm#epal. Underlying
data is based on the U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census,-1992 Tiger Line Files.-

Solar Resources for
Flat Plate Collectors

Figure II provides monthly average daily total solar
resource information on grid cells of approximately 40
km by 40 km in size. The insolation values represent the
resource available to a flat plate collector, such as a
photovoltaic panel, oriented due south at an angle from
horizontal equal to the latitude of the collector location.
This is common practice for PV system Installation,
although other orientations are also used.
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Figure 10. Federal and Oklahoma Indian Lands
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Figure 11. Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Resource Potential
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Figure 12. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) Resource Potential
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Figure 14. Biomass and Biofuels Resource Potential



Figure 15. Geothermal Resource Potential
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Figure 16. Transmission Lines with
Federal and Oklahoma Indian Lands
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The map was developed from the Climatological Solar
Radiation (CSR) Model. The CSR model was developed
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory for the
U.S. Department of Energy.7' " This model uses Infor-
mation on cloud cover, atmospheric water vapor and
trace gases, and the amount of aerosols in the
atmosphere, to calculate the monthly average daily total
Insolation (sun and sky) in units of kilowatthours per
meter squared per day (kWh/m2/day falling on a
horizontal surface. The cloud cover data used as input
to the CSR model are an 8-year histogram (1985-1992) of
monthly average daily cloud fraction provided for grid
cells of approximately 40 km x 40 km in size. Thus, the
spatial resolution of the CSR model output is defined by
this database. The data are obtained from the National
Climatic Data Center in Asheville, North Carolina, and
were developed from the U.S. Air Force Real Time'
Nephanalysis (RTNEPH) program. Atmospheric water

-vapor,-trace-gases,-and aerosols are derived from-a-
variety of sources, as summarized in the references The
procedures forconverting the modeled global horizontal
insolation into the insolation received by a flat plate

a single grid cell. Furthermore, the uncertainty of the
modeled estimates increases with distance from reliable
measurement sources and with the complexity of the
terrain.

Areas with ratings of at least 5 to 6 kWh/m2/day are
required to be considered suitable for development.

Solar Resources for
Concentrating Systems

Figure 12 provides monthly average daily total solar
resource Information on grid cells of approximately 40

* km by 40 km in size. The insolation values represent the
resource available to concentrating systems that track
the sun throughout the day. Such systems include con-

-- centrating solar power systems such as trough collectors
or dishes. The values are also useful for assessing the
resource available to solar hot water systems.

collector at latitude tilt are described in Marion and The map was developed from the Climatological Solar
Wilcox (1994).' - Radiation (CSR) Model. The CSR model was developed

by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory for the
Because the resource data are for a non-tracking system, U.S. Department of Energy.'" " This model uses Infor-
the available resource tends to be lower than' for mation on cloud cover, atmospheric water vapor and
concentrating systemsJn sunny -areas, but higher-in. - trace--gases, and the-amount-of-aerosols-in-the&
cloudy areas. This is because under cloudy conditions atmosphere, to calculate the monthly average daily total
PV systems can still convert the sky radiation to useable insolation) in units of kWh/m2/day falling on a device
electricity, whereas concentrators shut down completely _ that tracks the sunthroughout the day. The cloud cover---
when the sun is obscured by clouds. ; data used as input to the CSR model are an 8-year

histogram (1985-1992) of monthly average daily cloud
Where possible, existing ground measurement stations fraction provided for grid cells of approximately 40 km
are used to validate the model. Nevertheless, there -is - x 40 km In size: Thus, the spatial resolution of the-CSR
uncertainty associated with the meteorological Input to model output is defined by this database. The data are
the model, since some of the input parameters are not obtained from the National Climatic Data Center in
available at a 40-km resolution. As a result, it is believed- Asheville, North Carolina. and were developed from the-.
that the modeled values are accurate to approximately U.S. Air Force Real Time Nephanalysis (RTNEPH)
10 percent of a true measured value within the grid cell.. - prograrm. Atmospheric water vapor, trace gases.-and
Due to terrain effects and other microclimate influences, aerosols are derived from a variety of sources, as sum-
the local cloud cover can vary significantly even within marized in the references.

7 Maxwell, E, R. George and S. Wilcox, "A Climatological SolarRadiation Model," in Proceedings ofthe 1998Annual Conference, American
Solar Energy Sodety (Albuquerque NM).

8 George. R. and E. Maxwell, 1999: "Hlgh-Resolution Maps of Solar Collector Performance Using A Climatological Solar Radiation
Model:' in Proceedings of the 1999 Annual Conference, American Solar Energy Society (Portland, ME).

9 Marion. W. and S. Wilcox, 1994: "Solar Radiation Data Manual for Flat-plate and Concentrating Collectors," NREL/TP-463-5607,
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (1617 Cole Boulevard, Golden, CO. 80401).

"0Maxvell,E,R. George and S. Wilcox."A Climatological Solar Radiation Model," in Proceedings of the 1998 Annual Conference. American
Solar Energy Society (Albuquerque NM).

"George. R, and E. Maxwell, 1999: "High-Resolution Maps of Solar Collector Performance Using A Climatological Solar Radiation
Model," in Proceedings of the 1999 Annual Conference. American Solar.EnergySociety (Portland, ME).
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Because the resource data are for a tracking system, the'
available resource tends to be higher than for non-
tracking systems in sunny areas, but lower in cloudy
areas. This is because under cloudy conditions tracking
systems are unable to use any of the solar resource,
which is obscured, while flat plate collectors can still
make use of the sky radiation that is still available.

1986 by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory and is
documented in the Wind Energy Resource Atlas of the
United States, October 1986. The atlas can be viewed on
the Internet at http://rredc.nrel.gov/wind/pubs/atlas.

The wind resource assessment was based on surface
wind data, coastal marine area data and upper-air data,
where applicable. In data-sparse areas, three qualitative

Where possible, existing ground measurement stations indicators of wind speed or power were used when
are used to validate the model. Nevertheless, there is applicable: topographic/meteorological indicators (e.g.
uncertainty associated with the meteorological Input to gorges, mountain summits, sheltered valleys); wind
the model, since some of the input parameters are not deformed vegetation: and eollan landforms (e.g. playas,
available at a 40-km resolution. As a result, it is believed sand dunes). The data were evaluated at a regional level
that the modeled values are accurate to approximately to produce 12 regional wind resource assessments, the
10 percent of a true measured value within the grid cell. regional assessments were then incorporated into the

- ' ' Due to terrain effects and other microclimate influences, national wind resource assessment.
the local cloud cover can vary significantly even within
a single grid cell.' Furthermore, the uncertainty. of the The conterminous United States was divided into grid
' 'modeled estimates Iicreses with distance from reliable cells 1/4 degree of latitude by i/3 degree of longitude
measurement sources and with the complexity of the (or approximately 18 by 24 miles). Each grid cell was
terrain. Concentrating solar collectors are much more assigned a wind power class ranging from I to 7, with 7
sensitive to solar resource characteristics than flat plate being the windiest. The wind power density limits for
collectors~so that these sources of uncertainty are more each wind power class is shown in Table 3. Each grid
important to concentrator applications. cell contains sites of varying power class. The assigned

wind power class is representative of the range of wind
Areas with ratings of at least 5 to 6 kWh/m2 /day are power densities likely to occur at exposed sites within
required to be considered suitable for development. -' the grid cell. Hilltops, ridge'crests, mountain summits,

- . - :-- --arge clearingsand other l6tif e of local obstruc-
tion to the wind are expected to be well exposed to the

-Wind Resources . wind. In contrast, locations In narrow valleys and
._ ---- ----- -- -canyons,-downwind-of--hills--or-obstructions,- or in

The national wind resource assessment of the United forested or urban areas are likely to have poor wind
States was created for the U.S. Department of Energy in exposure.

Table 3. Classes of Wind Power Density at Heights of 10 m and 50 m(a)

10 m (33 ft) 50 m'(164 ft)
Wind Power _

Class Wind Power Density Wind Power Density
-- (W/m 2) - S-eed(b) rn/s (mph) (W/m2)Speedb) m/s (mph) -

1 0 .0 . 0

100 -4.4 (9.8) 200 5.6 (12.5)
*2 - 150- 5.1 (11.5) 300 - -6.4 (14.3)

3 200 5.6 (12.5) 400 7.0 (15.7)
4 250 6.0 (13.4) 500 . 7.5 (16.8)
5 300 -6.4 (14.3) 600 8.0 (17.9)

6 400 7.0 (15.7) 800 8.8 (19.7)
7 1,000 9.4 (21.1) _ 2,000 -11.9 (26.6)

a Vertical extrapolation of wind speed based on the 1)7 power law.
b Mean wind speed is based on Rayleigh speed distribution of equivalent mean wind power density. Wind speed is for standard

sea-level conditions. To maintain the same power density, speed increases 3%/1000 m (5%/5000 ft) elevation.'
* Note: Each wind power class should span two power densities. For example, Wind Power Class = 3 represents the Wind

Power Density range between 150 W/m2 and 200 W/m2. The offset cells in the first column attempt to illustrate this concept.
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Areas designated class 4 or greater are suitable for most used from this site were county level data for the con-
utility-scale wind turbine applications, whereas class 2 termIn6us United States. The 1996 data included were
and 3 areas are marginal for utility-scale applications but logging and mill residues, and other removals (pre-
may be suitable for rural applications. Class I areas are commercial thinnings, land clearing, timber stand
generally not suitable, although a few locations (e.g., improvements, etc.). The logging residue and other
exposed hilltops not shown on the maps) with adequate removals data were converted into potential kilowatts
wind resource for wind turbine applications may exist in per county from thousand cubic feet. This was done by
some-class I areas. The degree of certainty with which assuming that one thousand cubic feet of residue is
the wind power class can be specified depends on three equivalent to 14 dry tons, and a dry ton Is equivalent to
factors: the abundance and quality of wind data; the 1,100kW-hr/yrata 65-percentplantcapacityfactorand
complexity of the terrain; and the geographical'varia- a35-percentplantconversionefficiency.Themillresidue
bility of the resource. A certainty rating was assigned to was converted directly from thousand dry tons Into
each grid cell based on these three factors, and Is potential kilowatts per county.
included In the Wind Energy Resource Atlas of the United
States. A resource potential greater than 5.000 kilowatts per.

county would be required to be a candidate for develop-
ment.

-. .Biomass Resources

Figure 14 provides county-level estimates of biomass Geothermal Resources
resources available for biofuels production or biomass
power stations. The map includes only those resources The map for geothermal resource potential was derived
available from crop and forest residues. It does not from data obtained from the Southern Methodist Uni-
include managed crop or forest resources, urban versity Geothermal Laboratory,. Dallas, TX.'2 The
residues, municipal solid waste (MSW) or landfill gas resource estimates are based on heat flow rates, which
(LFG). . . . . - are determined by-multiplying the thermal gradient in

* -degrees Kelvin per-kilometer (K/km) and the thermal
The biomass resource data were derived from several conductivity in watts per meter degrees Kelvin (W/m-
sources. One of the sources was an NREL contracted ' K).13
study of crop residue for 36 eastern States. The data are
based on a 3-yearaverage of corn and wheat r6sfdue - Geo-referenced data of heat flow in units of mW/m2
available for energy, taking into account tillage practices (milliwatts per meter squared), provided by the SMU
and rainfall erosion deterrence. The units for the original Geothermal Laboratory at a 5-km resolution, were
data were In dry tons per county. These were converted _ -Imported into the Geographic Information System (GIS).
to total kilowatts per county by assuming that one dry Contours were then interpolated for Intervals of 10
ton Is equivalent to 1,100 kW-hr/yr ata 65-percent plant milliwatts/mZ. Designations for electric generation,
capacity factor and a 35-percent plant conversion 'direct use, and ground-source heat pump applications
efficiency.-This study only included the eastern 36 States: were determined to approximate the maps shown on the
where data were available. For a few of these 36 States,- . State Energy Alternatives web site (http://www.eren.
county level data were missing for a few counties. The doe.gov/state-energy/index.cfm) as follows: (1) Areas
report Is in draft form, titled "Corn Stover and Wheat designated as having electric generation potential show
StrawRemovalAnalysis"byRichardG.Nelson.. heat flow rates ranging from 80 to 151 mW/rn2 ; (2)

Areas designated witlihaving direct use'potential show
The forest residue data were derived from the forest heat flow rates ranging from 60 to 80 mW/mr; and (3)
inventory aiid analysis unit of the USDA Forest Service Areas with heat flow rates less than 60 mW/m2 are
Timber Product Output database retrieval system (see considered appropriate only for ground-source heat
http://srsfia.usfs.msstate.edu/rpa) web site. The data pump applications.

12 Geothermal Lab, Department of Geological Sciences, Southern Methodist University. Website at
littp://www.smu.edu/-geothcrmal.

13 Blackwell, D.D., K.W. Wisian. and J.L. Steele. Geothermal ResourcelReservoir Investigations Based On Heat Flow And Thermal Gradient
Data For The United States. Website at http://id.lnel.gov/geothermal/fy97/explore/exp-I 6.html.
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O Transmission Lines with Federal and
Oklahoma Indian Lands

Figure 16 data were received from the Federal Energy
Management Administration (FEMA) around 1993 and
represent a schematic of transmission line connectivity.
As such, it can be used appropriately to show whether
there is or is not a transmission line of a stated voltage in
some given area. But it cannot be used for analysis that
would require actual knowledge of easement locations.

Hydropower

While hydropower currently contributes the greatest
share of renewable electricity generation in the United
States, there are several limitations to its expansion.

-Riversprovide multiple functions that mustbebalanced,
including electricityproduction, recreation, fisheries and
ecological environments. The characteristics of each
location are unique and must be thoroughly evaluated in
a public manner before licensing can be achieved. This
is particularly true when considering new hydroelectric
facilities on Indian lands.

Operating life: 50 or more years
Capacity factor: 40 to 50 percent
Total cost: 2.4 cents per kWh

If these characteristics are used to create a levelized cost
using the cost of capital and a 20-year life consistent
with the other technologies considered in this report, the
total cost ranges from 5.2 to 8.4 cents per kWh. In
contrast, DOE estimated that levelized total costs were
2.4 cents per kWh. Part of the reason for their'lower
levelized cost compared to estimate is likely due to the
consideration of an economic recovery period of 50
years rather than 20 years. This alone cannot account for
the entire difference, however, so a much lower cost of
capital, such as 3 percent real annualized cost, must
have been used to achieve its, levelized total cost
estimate of 2.4 cents per kWh.

As'another point of comparison, FERC assumes a 30-
year life in its hydropower licensing process. Making
this assumption along with EIA assumptions on the real
cost of capital, the total levelized cost ranges from 4.8 to
7.7 cents per kWh. :

Renewable Resources and
_ The Department of Energy, through its Idaho National De
-.EngineeringandEnvironmentalLaboratory-(INEEL),-in-. Dv?1opment Costs for Indian Lands
conjunction with the ORNL, developed a computer
model to perform a State-by-State assessment of un- Genera

- ~~developed hydropower potential, based upon th~e- '': ' -developed hydropow- poteial d ' - --This section of the report provides an economic assess-
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (FERC) ment of the potential for renewable electricity projects

* Hydroelectric Power Resources Assessment database'Hydroecth i oer Rsources.Thmoe tassessmento csdeatabae on Indian tribal lands. Results are categor ized separately
and other sources. Themodeltakesintconsideration- -for central station and dispersed applications.. These
various, cultural, fishery, geologic, historic, recreational, - results will be provided after a general description of the
scenic and other environmental attributes. Based on the methods and data used to arrive -at these conclusions.
attributes of each site, a suitablility factor for develop- Following the major results is a section'providing
ment is assessed. For the purposes of this study, jit is Forting detajor results is a dsction poviding
critical to note that the model was developed to create - . S t t f

reginaltotls ad i no inende ~ ddfiti and State renewable support programs which could-regional totals and is not Intended to provide definitive -- --nlec h otmln~~oomcf-sblt fIda
estimates for specific sites. ' influence the bottom-line economic feasibility 6f Indian

estimates for specifia sites. f ~tf-JSIn-L -0tsby -fnLJL.O utt. Lal- # .. ,a.

...

The DOE hydropower program has estimated the
following generic Information on hydroelectric develop-
ments costs, based on 21 projects completed in 1993:

Average unit size: 31 MW
Capital cost: $1,700 to $2,300 per kW
Operation and maintenance costs: 0.7

cents/kWh

- mark for central station renewable'electricity prices is
wholesale electricity prices, the final part of the section

'contains a discussion of those prices.

* General Approach

The renewable resource information provided by the
* previously shown maps along with cost Information is

14 For more Information, see the INEL web site: http://www.inel.gov/nationa1/hydropower/state/stateres.htm.The study began in
1989 to assess the amount of undeveloped conventional hydropower potential in each State. The undeveloped hydropower potential
considered includes development three types of sites: new sites with no current development, addition of power generation to a currently
developed site without generation. and an increase of capadty at existing generation sites.
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used to determine the best resource by reservation.
However, as discussed In the section on Project Criteria
that follows, a much more thorough and local evaluation.
of a resource would need to be conducted before any
development decisions could be made.

An estimate of the levelized cost for electricity pro-
duction from each resource was developed based on
renewable technology characteristics assumed by EIA in
the Annual Energy Outlook 2000.'5 For each technology
type, a capital cost, fixed O&M cost, and variable O&M
cost were extracted for the year 2000. The capital costs
are assumed to vary regionally based on labor and
material cost differentials, while O&M costs are
assumed to be the same for all plants of the same type.
Additional sources, such as the DOE Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy/Electric Power
Research Institute (EE/EPRI) Renewable Technology
ChaFacteristi&Characteilzatdons,'6 were consulted as well.
In particular, data for geothermal was augmented, as
will be described below, because of the site-specific
treatment in the AEO2000 modeling framework.

A simple real levelized cost" in 1998 cents per kWh was
computed for each region and resource class based on a
10- percent real discount rate and a 20-year economic life
of equipment, except for hydropower, where equipmbent

-life was assumed to-be 30 years. No adjustment-was--
made for tax deductions associated with debt interest
payments, because these would not be available If the
tribes make the Investments. Further, since region-
specific transmission costs were not known, they were
not included. As discussed in the Project Criteria Sec-
tion, alternative cost of capital and financing assump-
tions might apply. Any specific project evaluation would
also involve a much more sophisticated financial analy-
sis taking into consideration the matching of generation
output, demand levels, alternative prices, and -the --
necessary transmission, intertie, and distribution costs.

Highest Potential Renewable Energy
Projects

Central Station Generation

Some of the reservations have multiple renewable
resource options, whereas others are not well situated

for any renewable resource development. Table 4 lists
the Indian lands with the greatest potential based on the
following:

* Reservation/renewable resource combinations
having the lowest renewable development cost
premium (excluding transmission costs), ex-
cluding hydropower. These are generally based
on either wind or biomass, and

* The regional wholesale electricity price (which
includes transmission costs)

Sixty-one reservations or TJSAs, which have 50 percent
of the Indian population on Indian lands, appear to have
resources that could be developed for less than 2 cents
per kWh above their regional wholesale prices. With
renewable Incentives at the State or Federal level
(discussed below), these projects might be cost-effective
depending on the cost of transmission required to
connect the new capacity to the grid.

Four reservations could generate central station renew-
able-based electricity cheaper than the wholesale cost of
power sold to those reservations, assuming EPACT
production incentive payments were available. These
reservations are: the Eastern Cherokee Reservation

-,(NC), the Alabama and Coushatta Reservation-(T-), the
Coushatta Reservation (LA), and the Mississippi Choc-
taw Reservation and Trust (MS). Biomass is the
renewable resource of choice on all these lands. The
renewable electricity cost premium ranges from 0.1 cents
per kWh to 0.7 cents per kWh.

For the 13 areas that -have, both wind and biomass-
resources, the biomass development cost is projected to
be lower than the wind development cost. However, If
a Production Tax Credit (PTC) or Renewable Energy

-.-Production Incentive (REPI) credit were available, the
wind costs would be lower in a few cases. This. is
because biomass resources on Indian lands are not
expected to be "closed loop," and therefore not eligible
for these tax credits. In addition, some type of State
renewable portfolio standard or public benefits funds
are available for 24 of the reservations.

A major assumption regarding the above cost premiums
Is that transmission and distribution systems (T&D) are

_. I0:

;s Energy Information Administration.-AnnualEnergy Outlook 2000, DOE/EIA-0383(2000) (Washington. DC,-December 1999).- These
projections are produced using the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS).

1
6 U.S. Department of Energyand the Electric PowerResearchInstitute, Renewable Technology Characteristics CharacterizationsTR-109496

(Palo Alto. California, December 1997).
7Thelevelized cost equals (capital cost * discount rate/(i-(l /(I+discount rate) "years))) + annual fixed operatingcosts)/(8760 capacity

factor) + variable operating cost.
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VI
Table 4. Indian Lands with Highest Potential for Central Station Developments

Llogo
LandIndian R tonal

Area 1980 Occupie hoel eedetal~
State, (thous Indlan nousn Pice Pic WndCt

Indian Lend Abbreviation m,21 Populallon Units I98C~lrWhu 9ci ~ u S~lr
~Eastemn Cherokee Reseratlon NC 210.092 5.388 .1.786 4.3 9.4 4.7

A Mba's. and Coushotta
Reservation .......... X 18.085 477IT 141 4.1 Gil on
Coujshatta Reservation ..... LA 987 33 12 4.1 7.3 eta

e Rese .to ..... ... Ms 75.283 3.655 830 3.7 .9 on
Poarsih Croek Reservation ... AL. 1.021 149 88 3.7 .6.5 eta
kwIoa Reservation ....... KS-NE 50.546 83 33 3.1 9.8 eta
Kirckatoo Reservation ..... KS 77,240 370 100 31 8.9 eta
Sac and Fox (KS-NE)
Reservation.......... KS-NE 59.782 48 18 3.1 7. no p

rij Hamviat.111meComnwruniy .... ml 14.424 144 37 2.9 9.8 no.J Lao du FtermbeeuliReservation WI V 279.27 1,432 428 2.9 9.0 eta
Lns Reservation ..... . Ml' 238.211 717 -257 2.9 9.7 eta
Meruonnee Reservation ...... VA 921.897 3.182 . 24 2.9 7.4 eta
Oneida (Wean) Reservation ... WI 284.947 2.447 707 2.9 7.0 noa

Reservation .......... V 489.175 28866 1 . 7.0 ea
-Sokmogon Ck-Conriniorty. -WI .-- 6.304 -- 230---62 - -.2.9 - -7.0- eta

I Stockrbridge Reservation ... WI 90,141 47 150 2.9 74 eta
Wisconsin Wkvuebago
Reservation......... I 3.308 488 118 2. 7A ' na

Chrerokee TJSA ......... O 0 68.356 20.308 3.0 7.0 nta

8314 3.4
Choctawebt TA........ O 28.411 4020 3.4 9.9 52

SMertt Apache RAse..va...... . OK3 1.105 3.511 340 71 .

HescaResopeeer vain ...... A-t - 2,518 59,35 3.4 12. .8.
isletsePueblo 3........ M $962 2,9 $1 3.4 9. 0.5 2

JPaowiaheblo .v--o 14331.3 .75 A 3.4 11.1 .5.2.

TaonPueblo ........ NM 401.14 1.211 422 3.4. 11.1 5.2
Tesuoue Pueblo ....... M 68.82 232 60 3.4 10.5 8.2

See no" tanerd of table.-.--...

Wind or
soltan Siorrass NV Cost

Concentrat Cost Minus
Blontass Goo- Distributed or Minus Residenitial.

Cost thermal NV Cost Cost Whoieaata Price StatePtlcfWhrj T1 SCA~Whr) (98c/lrWh) (OSot/rWh) lU8CltkWh) Policies
4.4~ p 32.6 eta . . 0.l* 24.5 N

4.7
4.7

44
4.4
4.7
4.7

4.7
4.6
486
4.6
486
486

486
4.8
486

p 32.8 . ea
P 32.8 no

p 32.8 eta
p 32.8 to
p 32.8 on
p 32.5 no

0.7 . 26.0 Y
0.7 25.6 N

0.7 25.9 N
0.7 28.3 N
1.6 24.0 N
1.6 23.9 N

P 32.8 on 1.6 25.0 N
P 40.1 eta 1.7 31.6 N
p e0.i rig 1.7 -31.1 N
P 40.1 non 1.7 30.5 N
P 40.1 on 1.7 32.7 N
P 40.1 on 1.7 ~ 33.1 N

P 40.1 no 1.7 33.1 N
P- 40.1 non 1.7T 33.1A N

p 40.1 his 1.7 32.7 N

4.8 p co., re 1.7 32.7 N
4.6 p 40.1 "ta 1.7 . 32.1 .N

4.7 .0 32.8 17.7 1.8 . 25.9 N

4.7 P 32.8 17.7 . 1.8 28.0 N

4.7 P 32.8 17.7 1.8 ... 25.8 N
5.2 0 27.0 - 14. 1.8 18.8 Y

5.2 0 27.8 11.3 1.8 20.5 Y
ta ~. p 27.8 14.7 1.6 18.2 Y
eta P 27.8 14.7 1.8 . 17.0 Y
etao . P.... 27.8 14.7 --. 1.6 . 18.6 . y
on p 77. 14.7 1.8 15.4 Y
eta P. 27.8 14.7 . 1.8 _ 17.3 Y
eta p 27.6, 14.7 1.8 18.7 Y
eta P . 27.0 14.7 1.8 18.7 Y

ea P 27.6 14.7 1. 17.3 Y



Table 4. Indian Lands wit Highest Potential for Central Station Developm ent (Continued
Wind or

InidianndArtonailnReCioinceGe-tr.IO -i Coslt~es min"
State 1990 Occupied Wholesale lReaidential Wind Bims e- brbuo o Minus Residential

Ab. adAe nin Housing Pile price Cost Cosl thermal Irv Cost Cost Wholesale price. state
Indian Lend vietlon (thou* n.2) Population Units I98CJSWhI t8'likWh) t98eclrWh) 098c/kWh,1 Type t98elkWhI 1989e/WhI tt8d/kWhl tS9cIAWht Poclces

ZiaPuebo .......... NM 483.222 637 143 3.4 9.9 5.2 tia p 27.8 14.7 1.8 17.9 V
S ay Mils osenativorn...... ml 9.020 403 104 2.9 7.7 ne 4.8 p 40.1 no 1.8 32.4 N

I. sabela Reselvaton ...... Ml 561.552 740 209 2.9 9.1 na 4.8 P 40.1 no 1.8 31.0 N
Sau8ll SMaredRese-netion -- __MlJ4 . .2.357 315 - 77-..--2.9 -.--.-- 7.7-- -tie 4.8- - P - -40.1 ~ .no - 1.8 32 4 ~ N

o Bois Fadte (Nefl Lake)I Reservation ......... MN 422.114 346 106 2.7 7.3 tie 4.6 P 40.1 no 1. 32.8 V
Door Crook Reservation..... MN 90.937 6 1 2.7 10.5 ne 4.6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 29.7 Y
Fl ond du Lac Reservation .... MN 427.274 1,106 342 2.7 7.4 nie 4.6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 32.8 V
Grand PortsgeReaeivation .... MN 189,472 207 87 2.7 8.3 ti 4.6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 31.9 V
Leech LaekaRservslion .... MN 2.518,421 3.390 999 2.7 8110 tie 4.6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 32.2 Y

C's
MA& Lacs Rssevotion ..... MN 13,8101 428 119 27 7Ts tie 4.6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 32.5 Y
Pvlre bland Comrrniitiy.... MN 2.082 56 .20 .2.7 7.7 tie 4 6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 32.4 Vy

ll Red Lake Reservaltion..... MN 2.279.585 3.602 928 2.7 10.4 tie 4.6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 29.8 V

VemnitontLake Reseivelion M.. LN 4.20 87 27 2.7 7.0 tie 4 6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 33.1 V
White Earth Reservallon M... ION 2,816.924 2.759 816 2.7 . 62 .6.3 4.6 p 40.1 . t 1.9 34.0 V

Omaha Reseroahion ..... . LA,-NE W808138 1.908 429 2.7 6.4 tie 465 P 32.8 tie 1.9 26.5 _ _

-Sacand Fox Ps&) Reservetion A 15.341 84 54 -i 35;- 21 - . i P 325 tie1.9 24.0 V
8 Bad RimeReservattion..... WI 497.36 868 285 2.7 9.0 tie 4.6 P 40.1 na 1.9 31.1 N

* Crow Creek Renervetlon .... 0S 1.092.181 1.531 352 2.7 8. 6.3 4.6 D 32.8 tie 1.9 24.8 N

~'Deils Lake Sloua Reswnvtion . NO 1.015.293 2.676 62 2.7 7.0 6.3 4.6 P 40.1 tna 1.9 33.2 N
FlondseauReserystlori...... s 8.978 249 78 . 2.7 7.3 6.3 4.6 P 32.8 no1.9 25.6 N
Fort Borthold Reoervetion ... NO 3.415.995 2.999 $84 2.7 7.6 6.3 4.6 P 32.8 17.6 1.9 25.2 N
Lac CourtsOraelles Reservation WI 276,650 1.771 523 2.7 9.1 ne 4.6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 31.1 N

8~Lair. Troyer"e (Setiaton)
Reservation.......:... NO-SO 3,754.809 2.821 739 2.7 6.8 6.3 4.6 P 32.8 tie 1.9 . 28.0 N
Lcm rute,6iReservahron.... 50 8 77.281. .__.994. .237 2.7. .8.9 _1.36S . 4.e E 3289 --- -- ti n 1.9 28.0 -- N .

Rod CltilfReservation....... WI 56.688 727 216 2.7 9.0 ne 4.6 P 40.1 tno 1.9 31.1 N
, St.Croix Resevrvalion....... WI 7.539 462 138 2.7 7.9 no 4.6 P 40.1 tie 1.9 322 N

Santee Reservation....... NE 447.874 425 140 2.7 6.8 Ase 4.6 0 32 8 tie 1.9 26.0 N
0 Turtle MoutadkiReservetion .. NO-SO 181.139 4.746 1.452 2.7 6.5 5.6 4.6 P 32 8 tie4 1.9 28.4 .N

. Wrinebago Reservation...... *NE 449.152 1.156 311 2.7 6.4 n.ia .4.6 .0 32.8 tie 1.9 26.4 Ng YankriuiReaervatmon.......1...37 199 90 27 8.6 tie 4.6 0 32.8 .17.6 1.9 24.2 N
E ' Excludes Trust Lands. -...- .... .---

Notes: tor geothernmal E bindicated potaidtal for electircity generaltio. 0 for dirct heat, n Por geothermial heal Pumps. Cntdral station development onIsl eaclude transmnssinn cosio. The wholesale prile li tie 1996
P anwnae revenue Ior sales Ior resale (including; firm end thon-frmn) amid to herammlaacos alo theB inlemlie.

Soure ELA estbmiaes as documiented In t84s report -
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available to these reservations. If this is true, the reser-
vations could either market power to the grid or use the
power themselves. If only transmission lines are avail-
able, then marketing power to off-reservation customers
is likely to be the only feasible option, as costs for new
distribution systems to sparsely arrayed reservation
households will be quite high. Marketing power from
new plants also requires intertle costs, not Included.
Unfortunately, reservations with high electricity nonuse
rates probably may have neither accessible transmission
nor distribution (T&D) systems capable of reaching a
large number of households without electricity. The
need to put even just a distribution system In for such
households would raise the cost of delivering any
central station-generated electricity substantially.
Renewables are unlikely to be differentially affected in
this regard, except for possible power conditioning
provisions for wind energy.

There appear to be 82 reservations and TJSAs, having 22
percent of the Indian population on Indian lands, which
have central station renewable development costs for
renewables more than 10 cents per kWh higher than the
regional wholesale price. These are areas with only
central PV and/or solar concentrator resources. For
these areas, it is unlikely that any renewable subsidy
could make 'these resources attractive. ''

Hydropower would be competitive at the low end of its
estimated cost range (about 5 cents per kWh). However,
because this study could not determine the existence of
undeveloped water resource potential on Indian lands,
hydropower was excluded from consideration. Further,.
the difficulty in licensing hydropower projects in recent
years makes it questionable whether sucWprojects could
be approved on Indian lands without special dispensa-
tion for Indian land hydropower projects.

Distributed Generation

results suggest that PV rooftop modules may be a
feasible way to provide limited electric service (without
backup power) to large numbers of households on the
Navajo reservation, and possibly others. The levelized
costs for distributed PV generation ranges from 28.0 to
40 cents per kWh. While higher than the average
residential price of electricity by 15 to 34 cents per
kWh,'9 the Navajo reservation has many households
extremely remote from transmission/distribution lines.
This raises distribution costs to a level far higher than
average. DOE's National Center for Photovoltaics
Indicates that a distance from the nearest utility line of
only a quarter mile raises distribution costs sufficiently
to make PVs cost-effective at 25 to 50 cents per kWh; In
addition, if the cost of the PV system can be paid for.
through a 30-year home mortgage, its levelized cost can
be reduced to 15 to 20 cents per kWh.

A major point of emphasis regarding the above costs is
that they are for PV rooftop., only electricity. These
estimates exclude the cost of back-up power or energy
storage, which could raise the cost of full-service PV
rooftop-based electricity by a factor of 3 or 4.

By comparison, for the same reservations, the cost of
central station renewables above the wholesale gener-
ation price is roughly 0.7 to 15 cents-per kWh. It is
important to notethat these costs are ndt rioidcd by any
incentive payments, (e.g., the wind tax credit), and they
do not refect transmission costs (which .inght add
another 0.7 to 2.0 cents per.kWh) or distribution costs,
which could' be substantial for remote locations.
However, as mentioned earlier, the cost of distribution
systems to areas without electric service is likely to be
the same for most generating technologies.

Resource Potential and Cost

Wind and biomass are generally the most cost-effective
renewable resources, so they will be treated first. When
the distribution of renewable resources is shown for the'
Indian lands, only those lands which are Inhabited are
Included.

Renewable distributed generation generally Is only cost-
effective in areas that are remote and are unconnected to -
the electrical grid. -Therefore, distributed generation Is
probably most appropriate for reservations with* a
relatively large fraction of households without elec-
tricity, such as the Navajo reservation.' The renewable
generation options and prices for the reservations with
greater than the national average of 1.4 percent of
households without electricity is shown in Table 5.-The-

Wind resources vary significantly with topography and
meteorological conditions and in some cases the best
wind class, can be .surrounded - by areas -with. no

18As discussed previously, informationabout electrical access on reservations andTJSAs isfrom Census data forreservationswith more
than 500 Indian households.

'9 These costs do not include any subsidy or incentive payments, which might reduce the cost orPVs.
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Table 5. Renewable Options for Indian Lan S with High Incidences of Indian Households Without Electricity
Minimunm Solar

1990 Central Thermal PV Cost
Ibdbn I'mons? Solar Cost Minus Minus

Stale 1990 Occupld Wholsae Reodentbl Wind Blonmass Goo- Concentrator Minus Wholesale Distributed ReodWnt Percent
Abbre Indian Housing Price IPric Cost Cos lirnat Cost Wholesale Price PVCos cIRat Without State

tndibn Land italion Pocualtlon Unit lO8clhttih 19UcSckh t ypeet h1 t98chtch 4hth tror Ath)r l8c h ctWh l99ckhWhl (8cfrhl l8cltrWh) Elect Policts
Navajo Reservton ... AZ-NM-U 123,944 29.375 3.4 7.3 5.7 5.2 D 11.3 1.9 7.9 278 20.5 358 Y
HopiReservaton .AZ 7,061 1,724 3.4 8.8 no nc D 113 7.9 7.9 27.8 19D 28.6 Y
S Standng Rock Reservction NO-SD 4.870 1.133 .2.7 8.7 6.3 nc P 17.6 368 14.9 32.8 41 182 N
Mescaleno Apache
Reserraton .NM 2,516* 595 3.4 12.4 5.2 ne P 14.7 18 113 27.8 15A 15.2 Y

altRirrReservt-ion . 3,533 e.s 3.4 84 nD 14.7 1.3 11.3 27.8 19A 11.9 Y
Fort Apache Reservation ... AZ 9,825 2.232 34 9.0 5.7 52 D 14.7 1.8 113 27B8 198 93 YI P3Pego Rseration. AZ 8.480 2.086 3.4 84 rn no E 113 2.6 7.9 27.6 19.4 7.8 Y
L Trerse (Sisxeton)
Reervtron . . ND-SD 2,821 739 2.7 6.8 63 4.6 P no 1.9 no 32.8 26.0 7.8 N
Gte Rlver esertin .... AZ 9.116 2.295 3.4 9.1 ne no E 14.7 2.B 11.3 27.9 18.7 7.8 y

It TurdeMouctain
Reervation .ND-SD 4,746 1,452 2.7 6.5 5.8 4.6 P - nc 1.9 n , 32.8 28.4 5.9 N

In Ph Rbr gResesvation .... NE-SD 10.455 2.215 2.7 82 6.3 no 0 17.6 3.6 14.9 32.8 24.6 5.8 NI S nCarkrsReservati .... AZ 7.110 1.634 3.4 6.0 5.7 no E 11.3 2.3 7.9 27.8 18.8 5.7 . Y
Fort Belltap Reservulon MT 2.338 658 223 6.4 no cc P 17.7 15.5 15.5 32.8 26.5 5.5 Y

. Rosebud Reseration . SD 6.883 1.655 2.7 77 3 not E 17.6 33 14.9 32.8 252 5.1 N
g ea JSA .OK 239 84 3.0 723 No nc D 17.7 14.7 14.7 32.B 25.6 4.9 N

.1cea pache
Reservation .. NM 2.275 607 3.4 11.1 5.2 'n P 14.7 1.8 11.3 27.8 16.6 4.7 Y
FertBeretold Reservation .. ND 2.9" _ 48 2.7 7.6 63 4.8 P. 17.6 1.9 14.9 32.8 252 4.5 N
Wind River Reservstiorn .... WY 56.76 1.474 2 3 6 6 5.1i n D 14.4 29 12.1. 32.8 26.3 3.9 N

K Leh L aikResevation MN 3.390 999 2.7 8.0 No 4.6 P nc 1.9 nc 40.1 322 3.5 Y
Pcua YaqulRessvabon AZ 2284 525 3.4 9.3 no cc E 14.7 2.6 112 27.8 19.5 3.0 Y

I Cheyenne River
m RSO6rv.ion. SO 5,100 1293 2.7 8.7 62 cc P 17.6 3.6 14.9 32.8 24.1 3.0 N

Otoe-MissourleTJSA OK .. 478 130 3.0 7.6 cc ex _ D 17.7 14.7 14.7- 32.8 - -253- 2.9 N
a Lac Cowie Orees-

Reservaton .1M 1.771 523 2.7 9.1 me 4.e P Nc 1.9 No 40.1 31.1 2.8 ,N
Y u wl Pueblo .. AZ-NM 7.073 1.465 3.4 9.1 N . cn D 14.7 113 113 27.8 18.7 2.7 Y

Flathead Reservion . MT 5.130 1.732 22 52 58. 4.9 0 17.7 2.6 15.5 32.8 27.8 2.1 Y
ColoradoRlnr Reservatiorn. AZ-CA 2.345 652 3.4 9.1 nc No 0 113 7.9 7.9 27.8 18.7 2.0 Y.

a FartHotResevation D 3.035 832 22 5.7 623 N E 17.7 37 15.5 32.8 27.1 1.9 N
Whit E Rsrran MN 2.759 816 2.7 62 63 4.6 P nc 1.9 nc 40.1 34.0 1.9 Y

c Accn Purbblo.NM 2.551 S86 34 10.1 n11 cc P 14.7 113 11.3 27.8 17.7 1.9 Y
9 Northe ChaynneI Reservaon .MT-SD 3.542 880 23 6.7 6.3 N P .17,7 4.0 15.5 32.8 262 1.7 . Y

NezPerceReservelon . 1.863 581 23 7.1 nc 4.9 D No 2.6 nc 40.1 33.0 1.7 N
5 Fort Pak Reseration ..... . MT - 5.782 -- 1.591 2.7 72 63 cc P 17.6 3.6 14.9 40.1 . 33.0 1.7- Y Y -

M ississippi Cher.-
a Reervalon . .. MS 3,655 830 3.7 6.9 -n 4.4 P Nc 0.7 Nc 32.8 25.9 1.6 N

Dsvts Lake Sioux - -
t Reservation .ND 2,876 27 2.7 .7.0 63 -4.6 P c 1. c 401 332 1.8 N

Excludes Trust Lands
P Notes: For geothermal. E Idcated potential for electicity gerbatiotn, 0 for dct heat. and P for geolieransl heat Pumps. Centr staton devulopment costs exclude transrsion costs. For t. purpose of omputg

ft minimum, levtzed cost for central station renewables, a cost cof certs&Wh was used for gelhernii The erolesie price hste 1998 rage revenue for sales for resale Ocluding firm ndd onfirm) and the
transmission costlo to htt rtiaf _ _ _e _ _ - _

r Source: EA estimnates * documented In Ucs report.
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potential. As a result, the assignment of wind classes to
reservations based on mapping of resources can only be
approximate.

Roughly 45 reservations were identified that have areas
with Class 5 or 6 winds, which are the best for wind
development (Table 6). Another 48 reservations have
Class 4 winds, while 205 reservations have only wind,
classes of 3 or below and would not have areas suitable
for wind development. In terms of the percent of Indian
population on reservations and the TJSAs slightly more
than half are In areas with good wind resources (Class 4
or aboye). while the rest are not. Most of the reser-
vations with good wind resources are in the West and
Upper Midwest, primarily California. New Mexico,
Nevada, Utah, Wyoming. Arizona. Montana and North
Dakota. The one reservation In the East with good
potential is the Eastern Cherokee Reservation in North
Carolina. Of the 17 Oklahioma Tribal Jurisdictional
Areas, only 3 of them, representing 24 percent of their
Indian populations, contain areas with Class 4 winds.
The remaining TJSAs have only Class 3 winds.

Table 6. Distribution of Indian Lands by
Wind Class

For those reservations with the best (Class 5 and 6)
resources, the average levelized cost of production
before considering transmission costs or any renewable
incentives is estimated to be 4.7 to 5.9 cents per kWh.
For Class 4 winds the cost is 6.2 to 6.6 cents per kWh.
The levelized costs are higher for Class 4 areas because
the expected capacity factor is lower at -lower wind
speeds. Figure 17 shows the distribution of wind costs
by Indian population on the reservations and the TJSAs.
The actual development costs are highly dependent on
transmission costs. These would add an additional 0.7 to
2 cents per kWh, depending on the distance and terrain
In connecting to existing transmission lines. As a result,
the total cost of a project to export power would range
from roughly 5 to 9 cents per kWh before credits (Figure
18). Wind sites with better transmission access may have
lower costs than those with better wind conditions, so
both factors need to be considered for siting specific
plants. As mentioned earlier, If Federal or State incen-
tives of 1.5 cents is available, the cost could be reduced
to as low as 2.7 cents per kWh In the most favorable
circumstances. Inmost regions if this could be achieved,
wind would compete favorably with the current whole-
sale price.

Number of Percent of:
Reservations and _ Indian

:Wind Class .TJSAs Ponulation--

Figure 17. Distribution of Wind Development
Costs Excluding Transmission Costs

0 ............ 124 17

3 ............ . 81 31
4 ; 48 20
5 ............. 15 26

6 ............. 30 6
-Total .......... 298 100

Source: EIA estimated from 1990 Decennial Census and
NREL wind resource map.
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In evaluating the economic potential of wind, the
--technology characteristics from the AEO2000 were used..

In the year 2000, the national average capital cost is-
assumed to be $980 per kW, with operating costs of $26
per kW-year. This is for a 50-MW wind farm using 750-
kW turbines. In the AEO2000, a cost of $167 to $440 per
kW is added for transmission facilities for all technology
types, depending on the region. For wind an additional
cost of $8 to $80 per kW Is Included depending on how
far the facility will be from existing transmission lines.
The capacity factor assumed varies by wind class
including: 32 percent for Class 6, 29 percent for Class 5,
and 26 percent for Class 4.

4.0-4.5 4.5-5.0 5.0-5.5 5.5-6.0 6.06.5 6.5-7.0 NA

Cost (1998 centsfkWh) .--- --

. .

NA = Not applicable.
Source: EIA estimates as documented In this report.

An alternative wind turbine configuration would be
small-scale turbines for use within a Native American
community. In this case the turbine costs would likely
be higher per kilowatt and costs for backup power
capacity would be necessary, but the potential trans-
mission *costs would be significantlyireduced. There
would also be local distribution costs if the area was
currently not connected to the grid.2 0

20An example of an installed remote wind and pv hybrid system in a remote Mexican village is described by DOE, Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy (%vwwv.eren.doe.gov/pv/hybridcase.htmi). although no cost information Is provided.
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Figure 18. Example of Wind Levelized Costs
Including Transmission for Northwest
Power Region
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otherwise conservative estimate of the biomass re-
sources based on only two agricultural crops, the
difference in assumptions would not likely lead to a sig-
nificant difference in the categorization of Indian lands.

The biomass levelized costs for reservations with
potential ranges from 4.4 to 6.7 cents per kWh based on
AEO2000 technology and regi6nal fuel costs assump-
tions. These assumptions include a capital cost of $1,865
per kW, $44 per kW-year operating costs, and a variable
cost of 0.53 cents per kWh. Figure 19 illustrates that
roughly 32 percent of reservations (populated weighted)
have a cost of 4.5 to 5.0 cents per kWh, while another 22
percent are in the 5.0 to 5.5 cents per kWh range.
Because biomass fuels are transportable over some
limited distance (usually 50 miles), power plants may be
able to be situated closer to transmission lines than wind
plants and therefore have lower transmission costs.

Figure 19. Distribution of Biomass Development

no

0 100 200 300
Transmission Investment Cost (S1kW)

-Class 6-Class 5-Cass 4 |

400

-Source: EIA estimates as documented In this report.

Biomass

The NREL characterization of biomass provides thr
levels of resource: 0-5 MW, 5-40 MW, and greater th
40 MW per county. Because biomass fuel sources ha,
relatively low energy content for their mass, they cann
be transported economically very far-generally !
miles. For the purposes of this report, we have assume
that Indian lands in counties with the lowest level
biomass resource would not be candidates for bioma
development. There are 180 reservations and/orTJSi
that fall into this category, as shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Distribution of Indian Lands by
Biomass Category

I Number of Percent of
Reservations Indian -- -.

Biomass Category I and TJSAs Population

4.0 4.5 4.5-5.0 5.0-5.5 5.5-6.0 6.0-6.5 6.5-7.0 NA
Cost (1998 cents/kWh)

NA = Not available.
Source: EIA estimates as documented In this reporL

Geothermal0-5 MW .........
540 MW ......
>40 MW........
Total ...........

180
69
49

298

44

46 - -

10
100

Source: EIA estimated from 1990 Decennial Census and
NREL biomass resource map.

The categories of biomass capacity potential are based
on assumptions of an efficiency of 35 percent and an
annual capacity factor of 65 percent. In the AEO2000,
the characterization of biomass generation assumes a:
5-percent higher efficiency and a 23-percent higher capa-
city factor, which together lead to roughly 14 percent
less capacity for each dry ton of biomass. Given the

As shown previously, -geothermal resources can be
characterized as sufficient for electricity production, for
direct heating or simply for geothermal heat pumps.
Based on the maps produced by NREL, 57 reservations
may have some potential for electricity production,
representing roughly 10 percent of the Indian population
on reservations and TISAs. Another 72 reservations and
the TJSAs appear to have potential for geothermal direct
heat applications, such as district heating. The remaining
Indian lands have the potential for geothermal heat
pump use. It is important to note that there are cur-
rently 51 sites where exploratory geothermal wells have
been drilled to determine the feasibility of electricity
production. None of these are on Indian tribal lands.
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The cost to develop geothermal resources Is very site-
specific. The levelized costs. calculated from the
AEO2000for the 51 sites included in the model data base
average from 3.7 cents per kWh to 5.6 cents per kWh for
the three regions In which they are considered. Generic
development costs for geothermal plants (EE/EPRI
Technology Characteristics) report a range from 3.3
cents per kWh. for flash-steam (high temperature)
systems to 4.1 cents per kWh for binary systems (mod-
erate temperature). 2' Other sources have indicated that
most resources are In the 5.0 to 7.0 cents per kWh range.
Once again the cost of transmission from a remote site to
a market might add another 0.7 to 2.0 cents per kWh.

Geothermal heat pumps provide heating and cooling, as
in an air heat pump, but use the ground-rather than the -
air as the source of heat. They cost significantly more
than standard heat pumps, but are several times more

.. eff cient. ., .. .- . - *

Solar Thermal

Concentrated solar systems are significantly more ex-
pensive than most other renewable technologies. Areas
with higher levels of solar insolation will be more eco-
nomically favorable because higher capacity factors can
be achieved. We have assumed that a minimum of 5-6
kWh/m 2/day -insolation is required to even consider
concentrated solar technologies, although the likeliest
development is in regions with 7-8 or 6-7 kWh/m2 /day.
There are 17 reservations with some areas having this-
highest level of insolation, and 66 with the 6-7 level.
Figure 20 illustrates the distribution of solar resources
for the reservations byIndian population and by number
of reservations.

Based on solar technology characteristics used for.the
AEO2000 projection, the levelized costs range from 11.0
cents per kWh-(without transmission) to 15.0 cents per
kWh for the 6-8 kWh/m2/dayareas. The average capital
cost for a 100 MW solar-only power tower with 6-hour
molten salt thermal storage is assumed to $3,040 per kW.
and the-capacity factors-vary from 42 percent for the
best areas to 26.5 percent for the 5-6 kWh/m2/day
areas.2" Annual operating costs are assumed to be $47
per kW. Because solar insolation Is relatively uniform,
over large areas, concentrated solar plants could be
located to minimize the interconnection costs to existing
transmission lines. The cost, however, may still be
substantial for some Indian lands.

Figure 20. Distribution of Resources for
Concentrated Solar Applications
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-Source: EIA estimates as documented In this report: ~

-Photovoltaics

The solar resources for photovoltaics (PV) are somewhat
different than that for solar concentrator systems
because PVs use diffuse as well as direct sunlight. The
same areas generally are favorable for both. Figure 21
shows the distribution by both number of reservations
and Indian population on reservations andTJSAs for the
PV resource. The TJSAs in Oklahoma all receive the 5-6
kWh/m 2 /day insolation. -

Figure 21. Distribution of Resources for - -

Photovoltaics _ -

Z
4)
'I

2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7
Solar Insolation (kWhim2lday)

Source: EIA estimates as documented In this report.

The AEO2000 estimated Installed capital cost for 2 kW
residential rooftop PV systems is $5,500 per kW
installed, with an annual operating cost of $10 per kW.

-Somiestates offer income or other tax benefits which are

21U.S. DepartmentofEnergyand theElectricPowerResearchlnstitute, Renewable TechnologyCharacteristicsCharacterizatlozs, TR-109496
(Palo Alto. California, December 1997).

22The capacity factors are input by region in NEMS and were mapped to solar insolation areas based on the NREL maps.
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not considered here. The resulting levelized costs for
distributed generation range from 28.0 to 51.6 cents ]
kWh, which is significantly higher than the aver;
residential price of electricity. However, for rem
areas where distribution costs would be far higher tI
average, PVs can be the cost-effective choice. In f.
DOE's National Center for Photovoltaics suggests t
a distance from the nearest utility line of only a quai
mile is sufficient to make PVs cost-effective at 25 to
cents per kWh. In addition, If the cost of the PV syst
can be paid for through a 30-year home mortgage,
levelized cost can be reduced to 15 to 20 cents
kWh.13

State and Federal Regulatory Policies Affect
Renewable Energy Feasibility on Indian Lan

Several States -have enacted. legislation to .stimu'
renewable energy development. In some States, rent
able portfolio standards are being used to insure th
minimum level of renewable generation is used to rr
future electricity requirements. There are 7 States ha%
Indian lands which have enacted renewable portfi
standards (Table 8). If the portfolio standard allows
tradeable credits,24 projects developed on Indian la
could have additional value.

-Table'8.-States-with-Indian tands-and State-
RPS or Public Benefits Funds

l I Public Benefits
State | RPS Fund

per
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act,
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Another method of encouraging renewable development
has been to establish system benefits funds that are
created through customer charges. The funds are often
used to promote energy efficiency and provide subsidies
to low-income customers in addition to funding renew-
able projects. As indicated in Table 8, there are 8 States
where renewable development on Indian lands might

:beneflt from such funds. Because many State legis-
latures and commissions are actively. considering
electricity restructuring, the States that offer renewable
Incentives may change over the next few 'years." 5

Roughly two-thirds of the Indian lands, representing
half of the Indian reservation and TISA population, are
In States which have either 'a renewable portfolio
standard or a system benefits fund.

Arizona ........... Y
California Y
Connecticut ........ Y Y
Iowa ............. Y
Maine ............ Y
Minnesota ......... Y Y
Montana . ;.- Y
Nevada . . Y
New Mexico '.Y

New York Y
-Oregon .; -Y
Rhode Island. Y
Texas. Y

RPS = Renewable Portfolio Standard
Source: Union of Concerned Scientists, North Carolina

Solar Center, and EIA.

In several States, utilities have been allowed or required
late to establish "green power" marketing options so con--
ew- sumers can voluntarily pay more for power generated
at a from renewable or other clean sources. In States that
ieet have adopted retail competition, green power marketers
In are among those companies vying for customer market
flio share. This allows the market to establish a premium for
for renewable power that the Indian tribes may be able to

nds capture. However, the relative geographic isolation of
; ' some tribes may prohibit the cost-effective export of

j5ower into these markets.

There are also existing and proposed Federal policies to
- encourage renewables. The Energy Policy Act of 1992

created a .1.5 cents per kWh (adjusted for Inflation)
production tax credit (PTC) for wind and closed-loop
biomass projects, where biomass crops are grown on a
sustainable basis. This credit expired at the end of June
1999, but was retroactively extended until the end of
December 2001. The tax credit increases with inflation
and is available for the first 10 years of a project. On a

- -levelized cost- basis over a' 20:year project life,- the
equivalent credit Is 1.2 cents per kWh (1998 dollars)..
Because the credit is tax-based, Indian tribes would not

: -. benefit unless a private developer was the owner of the
project. There is -a corresponding renewable energy
production Incentive (REPI) for public utilities, which Is
paid through Congressional appropriations, and might

'be applicable.'

The Clinton Administration's proposed Federal elec-
tricity restructuring legislation calls for a Federal

3Through the Native SUN Hopi Solar Electric Enterprise, Native Americans on the Hopi and Navajo Reservations can apply for low
interest loans of 8 percent for a period of 4 years and up to $7000 (Information from May 1997).

24 The Administration's electricity restructuring legislation allows utilities who do not generate the required percentage from renewable
sources to purchase tradeable credits from utilities generating ari'excess percentage fronfrenewable sources to meet the minimum.

25See EIA website at http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electridty/chg.str/regniap.html.
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renewable portfolio standard of 7.5 percent by 2010,
with a marginal cost cap of 1.5 cents per kWh. There Is
also a provision to give projects on Indian lands double
tradeable credits. If this type of legislation passes, it
would make renewable project development on Indian
lands much more attractive.

Wholesale Electricity Rates

Central station renewable generators will compete
against wholesale purchased power whether the power
is used on the reservation or for export. Until very
recently, wholesale prices were dictated by cost-of-
service contracts. In some parts of the country, whole-
sale prices are now being set by competitive markets and

-the trend willcontlnue, as FERC's! 6dersconcernInug
wholesale competition continue to be implemented. t

Over time, with competitive electricity markets, whole-
sale prices roughly equilibrate to the long-run marginal
cost of generation or, in other words, the lowest cost of
building new generation facilities. The competitive
nature of the market may also lead to lower costs than
occur under cost-of-service: During the transition
period, wholesale prices may be lower or higher than the
long-run marginal cost, depending on whether there is
surplus supply or shortages, respectively. Table 9 shows
the 1998 average wholesale electricity prices by NERC
subregion.

Currently, the lowest cost wholesale power is, on aver-
age, in the western regions, partly due to the presence of
large-scale Federal hydropower facilities that sell power
for resale to utilities. These facilities will likely continue
using cost-of-service pricing.27 Regional variations in
wholesale prices will remain In any case because the
underlying marginal generation prices vary with
regional fuel prices and other factors.

For exam ple, the Western Area - Power Authority'
WAPA) sold power at an average rate of 1.6 cents per.

kWh in 1998 from all of its several facilities.28 There are
six reservations that receive power from two of the
WAPA projects at rates of 0.6 to 1.8 cents per kWh.29 In-
the past, WAPA and other Federal Power Marketing
Administrations (PMAs) sold power only to utilities,
which Included Tribal Utility Authorities and the BIA,

Table 9. Wholesale Electricity Prices, 1998
. (CentslkWh)

NERC region I Sub-Region 1998 Average a

ECAR ECAR 2.9
ERCOT ERCOT - 3.9
MAAC .. MAAC 3.4
MAIN EM 2.5
MAIN N I 2.7
MAIN SCI 3.4
MAIN WUM 2.9
MAPP MAPP 2.7
NCPP NEPX 4.4
NCPP NYPP 2.4
SERC -- -FL -- - --- 4.5 - --- -
SERC SOC .3.7

SERC TVA 4.5
--- SERC- VACAR --- - 4.3

SPP N 3.1
SPP SE 4.1
SPP WC 3.0
WSCC AZN 3.4
WSCC CNV 3.1
WSCC NWP 2.3
WSCC RMPA 3.0

'The wholesale price reported is a weighted average of all _ _ _
sales for resale (firm and non-firm).

Source: Energy Information Administration, 1998 Form
EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report." :

who then resold the power to preference customers.
Recently, they have begun to allow sales to groups other
than utilities and have been actively marketing to tribal
groups. When the contracts from a project or program
expire, some allocation is set aside for new customers
and Native Americans. WAPA has completed contracts

- with 25 tribes in the Upper Midwest for the year 2001
*and beyond.- Other -WAPA facility contracts expire-in
2004 and 2008, so there will be additional opportunities
for tribes to receive Federal power allocations.

The Bonneville PowerAdministration (BPA) is also mar-
keting to tribes. The option to sign long-term relatively
low cost contracts with Federal power may make

26See Energy Information Administration, The Changing Structure of the Electric Power Industry Selected Issues 1998. DOE/EIA-0620_
(Washington, DC. July 1998) and ElA's website: http:7/www.ela.doeigov/cnear/electricity/page/restructure.himl for updated state
information.

27The Administration's proposed legislation on restructuring, as well as most formal proposals, maintains Federal preference power
at cost-of-service rates.

28 Western Area Power Administration, 1998 Annual Report,. -
29For example. the average price of power from the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program in 1998 wasi1.7 cents per kWh.
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development ofcentral station renewables less attractive
for many reservations, but also could be used to back up
intermittent power from renewables.

Project Criteria

A summary guide has been prepared to facilitate the
evaluation of expanded electrification through the use of
renewable technologies. "A Guide to Project Criteria for
Renewable Project Planning Assessments," provides a
list of major activities and products, major tasks
Involved in the various assessments, and the areas of
investigation and information requirements. The Guide

This section presents an analysis of factors that influence is subdivided into six basic areas bor discussion and lists
the economic and technical feasibility of two types of the typical information requirements and approach to
projects: distributed generation and central station assessing project feasibility.
plants. While the scope and risks of central station
power plants are fundamentally greater than that of A detailed and complete discussion of all the factors and
distributed generation. the basic evaluation process areas of investigation identified In the Guide are beyond
should address the same factors. In the case of the the limited scope of this paper. This paper will discuss
central station plant, the studies and assessments should each of the major activities and highlight some of the
be of greater -detail,'-er'nployirig more sophisicated ' factors moredir&etly tied tothie application of renewable
forecasting techniques. Assessments of distributed gen- technologies. While the Guide lists each activity in a
eration (in this instance assumed to be associated with specific order, the activities are interrelated, inter-
individual dwellings br clutsteisf dwelliiin-s); muyst--dependeritand would typi6ally pric6id inr parallel.
necessarily consider the alternative of taking powerfrom
a central station power plant. In the evaluation of a Revenue Assessment
project to bring or expand electricity use on Tribal lands,
both distributed generation applications and central We list the revenue assessment first because it has the
station power plants require careful consideration. greatest number of considerations unique to the appli-
Further, substantial overlap exists in the factors that cation of renewable technologies. Revenue assessment is
need to be considered. . defined here to include all sources of funding that can be

As will be discussed in greater detail below, a first step
in any project evaluation is a clear statement of the
objectives of the project. The assessment should avoid
the narrow definition of the specific electricity needs on
the reservation and recognize thebroader considerations
of Tribal cultures and infrastructure development needs.

Because of the scale of typical central station power
facilities and the potential disruption to the reservation
brought about by these types of large projects, a holistic
approach may offer the only chance to completely
succeed with a project's broader objectives. Most likely,
employing this type of approach'will enhance the-
acceptance and adoption of distributed generation.

Evaluating alternative approaches for electricity use on.
Indian lands should consider all the conventional alter-
natives. However, the use of renewable energy resources

-may be more consistent with historical Tribal cultures.
The consideration of the use of a more environmentally
benign renewable resource will require a fuller con-
sideration of "externalities" than may otherwise enter.
the evaluation process. The project criteria discussed
below are intended to provide a broad checklist to
ensure the wider consideration of these "externalities."

* identified to support the project: Once a project and its
objectives have bieenzdefined. the revenue assessment
should begin.

There are a-wide variety of potential funding Vehicles
and sources that should be investigated. As identified
in the column of areas of investigation, the spectrum of
funding sources ranges from grants to customer reve-
hues. The National and State interest in providing incen-
tives for the development of renewable technologies,
energy efficiency, and conservation offers project de-
velopers a numbet of places to seek funding at various
stages of the project. For example, DOE grants may be
available to fund specific feasibility studies. State level
Initiatives may provide revenue support for renewable
projects. The Guide footnotes a good source for
reviewing lending sources available for select renewable
technologies. Finally, the Federal and State level initia-
tives for restructuring the electric power industry have
fundamentally altered the available opportunities and
make it necessary to carefully consider these initiatives
when seeking revenue sources and assessing market
opportunities. In particular, one should consider the
potential, impact of "green power" and "renewable
portfolio standards" that may be included in these State
level initiatives.
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Demand Planning
Again, with an eye to the application of renewable
technologies, understanding energy use and more spe-
cifically the opportunities for electricity use are critical.
The intermittent nature of many renewable technologies
suggests the need for storage or backup supplies.
However, consumer awareness of these limitations may
allow for changes in typical consumer behavior that may.
facilitate the use of these technologies. Further, If
electricity is being introduced for the first time, then
these behavioral patterns may yet to be formed allowing
for an easier adoption of the technology.

The introduction or expansion of electricity use requires
careful consideration of the spatial distribution of load.
Scattered and low densities (consumers per mile) make.
the distribution of electricity relatively costly. Alter-
native applications of distributed generation technology
such as solar thermal space and water heating or PV
electrical applications, may be able to avoid much
Investment in the transmission, distribution and central
station generation facilities.

Finally, the daily and seasonal cycle in electricity use
tends to translate into low load factors.30 A lower load
factor requires a greater investment in capacity per unit
of energy used. Since renewable technologies tend to
have higher investment costs, low load factor applica-
tions tend to be less attractive. Marginal cost pricing of
electricity should lead to shifting patterns of electricity
use to increase load factors, thereby creating greater
opportunities for economical application of renewable
technologies.

needs of the alternatives. A holistic approach would ask
about the opportunities for employment, the associated
educational and training needs associated therewith,
and other factors. The project(s) can bring economic
development to the reservations but careful planning
and coordination are required to fulfill the potential of
these projects.

Financial Condition Assessment

The costs and impact of electrification of Tribal lands
will require the commitment of Tribal resources. The
impact of the project on the economic vitality of the
reservation and the drain or expansion of Its financial
resources should be an important project-criterion.
Structured appropriately, the financial exposure and
risks to the reservation should be balanced with the

-anticipated returns.

Specific Project Assessment

Absent a holistic approach, this might be the only major
activity contributing to the evaluation of alternative
electricity production and use alternatives. However, as
discussed above, there can and should be a much
broader approach taken to the question of expanded use
of electricity on Tribal lands. -The major tasks identified
in this section of ihe Guide represent the typical project
assessment considerations of any project whether it
employs renewable technologies or not. It is important
that the alternatives are identified and the factors that
make the selected project the best choice should be
highlighted in the financial plan.

. .

_p

Indirect Impacts While there can be many formats or methods of docu-
, menting the, evaluation and selection of projects for
Expanding the availability of electricity on Tribal lands expanded electrification and central station power pro-

-can have a dramatic-impact on the lives of -all-the - duction on Tribal lands, we have chosen to recommend
- residents. Careful consideration of the economic devel- - that all -the considerations be brought together in a

opment needs, cultural factors, and environmental summary document we are calling the "Financial Plan."
impacts of alternative technologies will allow the This document could be used to present findings to
application of the holistic approach mentioned above. potential financial sponsors, communitygroups, and key
Giventhechangingnatureoftheelectricityindustryand Tribal organizations to gain acceptance and approval.
the increased volatility in market prices, these factors The effort to prepare a financial plan and present it to
should be a key project criteria and play an important key players will be critical to successfully marketing the
part in the overall project assessment. project to the various funding sources (identified in the

revenue assessment activity) and to the Tribal com-
Infrastructure Assessment munity.

The introduction of expanded electricity use on Tribal
lands requires a review of the associated infrastructure

3O Load factor Is defined as the total energy'consumption divided by the peak consumption multiplied by the number of hours in the
period. . . -
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A Guide to Project Criteria for Renewable Project
Planning Assessments

Activity/Product Major Tasks Areas of Investigation I Information Requirements

I. -Revenue Assessment - A. Identify funding sources' i. DOE grants
Objective is to pull together B. Identify alternative revenue ii. -Other federal/state grants
all possible sources of sources iii. Subsidized loans
revenues and funding for the C. Identify energy expenditures _ iv. Loan guarantees
project for input into the v. Tax exempt financing
"Financial Plan" vi. Tax credits

vii. Renewable portfolio standards credits
viii. Access to Green Power Pricing and associated markets

_ x. State level renewable initiatives
x. Gaming and other Tribal venture revenues
xi. Tribal taxes

. . .. Customer revenues (both on and off the reservations)'
ii. Avoided payments to other competitive suppliers
iii. Net metering

2. Demand Planning - A. Develop energy use profiles i. Current end use energy profiles
Objective is to develop B. Identify electricity use ii. Demand in neighboring areas or sales to the grid
detailed estimates of the opportunities iii. Current and potential future commercial and industrial
potential sales (demand) for sales (including use profiles)
the output of the project for iv. Alternative end use profiles given access to electricity
input into the "Financial v. - Estimates of current and future household expenditures for
Plan" _ heating, cooling, lighting and electrical needs - --

vi. Data and projections of population, number of households,
income, employment

vii. Data and projections for economic development and
new/altemative energy use

viii. Data and projections of household energy use and demand
for electricity

ix. Diurnal and seasonal energy aid electricity use by
.- -.-- household -

x. Allocate load to specific locations (sectionalize load into
small areas for assessment of distribution and

._ interconnection capacity needs). b

See "The Borrower's Guide to Financing Solar Energy Systems: A Federal Overview," Prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy,- -
(DOE/GO-1 0098-660); September 1998.-.

b See "Transmission and Distribution'System Cost Data Development: Implementation Report," Prepared for the Energy Information
Administration bv OnLocation. Inc.. November 1996.
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Activity/Product Major Tasks Areas of Investigation / Information Requirements

3. Indirect Impacts- A. Perform regional/reservation i. Levels of service desired
Objective is to identify and socioeconomic impact ii. New opportunities for alternative commercial and
document the indirect assessment industrial businesses
impacts of the project(s) on B. Perform environmental impact iii. Potential for local renewable technology manufacturing
the residents of the Tribal assessment plant(s) e.g., PV manufacturing facility
lands for input into the C. Determine types and level of iv. Value of reduced dependence on non-renewable energy
"Financial Plan" benefits to non-users resources

D. Assess value of combining v. Reduction in risks due to volatility in electricity and fuel
renewable energy based micro- prices
grid with conventional vi. Data and projections of population, no. of households,
extension of service from income, employment
neighboring utilities vii. Land use projections

viii. Technical skills required to construct and maintain
equipment

4. Infrastructure A. Define infrastructure needs i. Alternative land use
Assessment -Objective is B. Define educational systems ii. Roads and utilities

--to identify all the -- --- related to technical skills to-- i. - Avoided and required transmission interconnection
infrastructure needs of the construct and operate requirements
project(s) to assure their C. Accomodate way governing iv. Avoided and required distribution system requirements
availability to support the bodies of tribe function v. Avoided and required generation capacity requirements
Project and as input into the (including reserves/backup)
"Financial Plan" vi. Legal aspects of development on sovereign lands

5. Financial Condition A. Assess reservation/region's i. Real estate, business activity, education systems, etc.
Assessment - Objective is economic vitality ii. Debt per capita, debt service as percent of revenues, debt
assess the impact of the B. Assess reservation/region's as percent of total assets, interest coverage ratios, etc.

__project(s) on the overall debtmanagement iii. Impact on project(s) 6 n enhancing Tribal debt service
financial condition of the capacity -

reservation for input into
the "Financial Plan"

6. Specific Project A. Develop estimates of project i. Capacity requirements of selected project and alternatives
Assessment - Objective is costs ii. Cost of financing: costs-of-capital and capital structure
to pull together all the B. Develop estimates of project iii. Installed capital cost of project
factors and impacts of the -- ---revenues - --- iv. -Expcted economic life - - -- *- --
project into a single C. Develop alternatives- v. Intermittence of power production and need for storage or
comprehensive document D. Develop estimates of backup
that can be used to alternative's costs and revenues vi. Annual operations and maintenance costs
communicate with all the E. Financial plan preparation and - vii. Annual or periodic capital expenditures costs - -
players outside the project, presentation to project sponsors viii. T&D costs - avoided or connect costs.
team, i.e., the "Financial - . - ix. ---Backup costs if connected to grid (level of reliability
Plan" . failure rates and outage duration)

x. Federal and State Taxes
: xi. Project timing -. .

_ _ - _xii. Construction costs
. xiii. Contingencies necessary

xiv. Alternative financing (see above)
xv. Cash flow needs and schedule
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4W Limitations on Use of
Renewable Energy

Renewable technologies have both distinct advantages
and disadvantages In the production of electricity. Their
most obvious and attractive attributes are their reliance
on energy resources that are viewed as inexhaustible
and environmentally benign. However, as with other
technologies, renewable technologies have their limita-
tions.

This section will highlight some of these in meeting the
energy needs on Tribal lands. A complete delineation of
all the attributes, costs and performance factors'of
renewable technologies is beyond the scope of this
paper. The highlights that follow are intended to' be
illustrative of the barriers associated with the use of
renewable technologies as electricity producing facilities.
Central station power production and distributed gener-
ation (generation at or-near the final end use location)
are discussed separately. Most of the limitations that
will be discussed apply to both applications of renew-
able technology. However, distributed applications can
potentially avoid significant delivery costs (costs of
transmission and distribution) and in certain specific
situations, this- will improve their overall economic.
competitiveness. -

High up-front capital costs represent one of themost
significant economic barriers to the adoption of renew-
able technology. For central station power plant
applications, the capital costs for renewable technologies
are from 3 to 15 times that of conventional technology
(Figure 22). The overall savings in fuel-and annual
operations and maintenance costs of the renewable tech-
nology must overcome the high front-end capital costs
for the technology to become competitive.- For virtually-
all the renewable technologies in central station applica-
tions,'it is difficult to overcome the front-end capital cost

.disadvantage under current and -projected economic
conditions absent special circumstances or subsidies.-.

The situation is not quite as bleak for distributed genera-
tion applications of renewable technology. The high up-
front capital costs still persists in these applications, but
the avoided transmission and distribution costs can, on
occasion, overcome this disadvantage. To determine the
potential economic opportunity for distributed genera-
tion applications requires sitespecific facts regardingthe
energy and capacity requirements and the alternative

Figure 22. Capital Costs of Electric Generating
Technologies
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Note: These are overnight capital costs for plants that would be
purchased In 2000 and be online 2 to 4 years later.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook,
2000.

costs of generation, transmission, and distribution.
Unfortunately, the potential range in these costs is very
large. -Further, these costs vary with terrain, the extent
of existing facilities and their utilization levels. Thus,
generic cost are calculations without site specific data
are too uncertain to be of use. Therefore, any estimate of*
the full potential of distributed generationhapplications
to meet the energy needs on Tribal lands lacks sufficient
data to be credible.

Another major hurdle for the solar and wind renewable
technologies is their Intermittent output. Th is intermit-
tence results in a relatively low annual capacity factor
and in many situations, there is a need for some form of
energy storage or a backup source of power. This addi-
tional requirement adds to the system costs and limits
ithe economic applications of the technology. In the case
of central station applications, it also limits the degree to
which the technology can meet total demand (i.e., given
a capacity credit for reserve planning purposes).

Central station powerproduction using wind technology
involves the construction of wind farms. 'Thus, wind
farms are positioned to make the best use of the wind
resource, which is frequently not In the immediate
vicinity of the existing bulk power transmission grid.
The cost of interconnecting the wind farm to the bulk*
power grid often involves the construction of additional
transmission facilities further exasperating the eco-
nomics of utilizing wind technology.
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An added concern regarding wind farms is the potential
resistance to such land use of Tribal property. Again,
further specific investigation regarding the existence of
a suitable site for a wind farm on Tribal lands Is required
before any assessment can be made. In addition, the
Tribal community's acceptance of this use would be
required before an assessment of the potential for wind
technology to satisfy a significant portion of the energy
needs on Tribal lands can be made.

Also, Tribal lands In many instances are remote and far
away from load centers. Similarly, there Is a great dis-
tance between the better wind resources and the centers
of electricity. demand. Much of the wind resource is

found In the states of the Great Plains and the eastern
slope of the Rocky Mountains while the major load
centers tend to be on the east and west coast of the'
United States. To take full advantage of the wind
resource on Tribal lands, significant investment in addi-
tional transmission capacity Is likely required. Most of
the cost associated with added transmission capacity Is
fixed in terms of a return on investment. Transmission
facilities have relatively low annual operations and
maintenance costs associated with them. However, the
economic returns associated with the incremental
transmission investment are hampered by the inter-
mittent nature of the wind resource and resultant
relatively low capacity factors.
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4. Conclusions

Four reservations have been Identified which might
generate central station renewable-based electricity at a
lower cost (excluding transmission cost) than the whole-
sale cost of power sold to those reservations, assuming
favorable transmission costs. These reservations are the
Eastern Cherokee Reservation (NC), the Alabama and
Coushatta Reservation (.X), the Coushatta Reservation
(LA), and the Mississippi Choctaw Reservation and
Trust (MS). Biomass is the renewable resource of choice
on all these lands. The renewable electricity cost
premium, excluding transmission charges, ranges from
0.1 cents per kWh to 0.7 cents per kWh.

Biomass is the least costly renewable resource on 52 of
the 61 reservations having the lowest renewable central
station electricity cost premium. The remaining 9 reser-
vations (all in New Mexico) have wind as the least costly
renewable resource. Biomass has a major advantage
over wind because it does not require back-up power.
Furthermore, connecting wind power-facilities-to-theF-
electricity grid requires a number of special consider-
ations. Wind power, however is eligible for EPACT
production incentive payments, while biomass facilities
are eligible only if they'are closed loop.

service to a high number of Indian households without
access to electricity on tribal lands, because no distri-
bution or transmission facilities are required. This, of
course, means that electricity will be unavailable at night
unless some form of back-up power (e.g., diesel gener-
ators) or storage batteries is used-both high-cost
options.

Compared with the Nation as a whole, Indian house-
holds on tribal lands overall pay essentially comparable
rates (on a per kilowatthour basis) to those paid by non-
Indian households with similar demographics. How-
ever. Indian households spend a greater share of income
on electricity than do non-Indian households.

Electrification is a sizable problem for only a small
number of Indian reservations. However, the reserva-
tion with the highest percentage of households without
electricity, the Navajo reservation'in Arizona, is also by

--far the -largest reservation in-theU.S.-That-nTe-rcser-
vation accounts for about 75 percent of all Indian
reservation households without electricity, and the non-
electrified Navajo households representabout lOpercent
of all Indian reservation households.

Despite its high absolute cost, rooftop photovoltaic
installations may be feasible to provide limited electric -- '
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Appendix A

DOE Funded Indian Energy Projects
Fiscal Years 1994 through 1999

Fiscal Year 1994

State I Grantee
I Funding (Current Dollars) |
I .DOE I Non DOE I

Description - -: -

Alaska

Arizona

California
Colorado
Montana

New Mexico

North Dakota
South Dakota

Wisconsin

Agdaagux Tribe

Cape Fox Corporation
Chignik Lagoon Village
Haida Corporation
Koniag Corporation

White Mtn. Apache

Hoopa Valley Tribe

Ute Mt. Ute Tribe

Blackfeet Tribe
Fort Peck Tribes
Laguna Pueblo
Zuni Pueblo
Turtle Mt. Band of Chippewas
Lower Brule Sioux

Oneida Tribe

250,000

250,000
42,000

249,918

246,944

129,047

97;078
194,965

126,607

249,476

.248,665
91,781

-248,133

247,300

154,855

5,211,000 Hydroelectric Plant Construction
346,264 Hydroelectric Feasibility Study

0 Small Hydro Feasibility Study

60,805 Hydroelectric Feasibility Study
61,736 Analysis of Energy & renewable

resources
39,482 Feasibility of Wood/Waste Cogeneration

Plant
18,140 Solar and Efficiency
85,696 PV Installation for water pumping
25,142 Wind Feasibility Study

0 Wind Farm Feasibility Study
0 PV Manufacturing Feasibility Study

23,003 PV Feasibility Study for water pumping
20,000 Wind Feasibility Study
86,800 Analysis of Energy and Renewable

- Options . - - -

42,525 Passive Solar and Energy Efficiency

Renewable

Montana

Washington

Crow Tribe

Confederated Tribes of
Colville

-. 2,826,769

299,115

555,000

6,020,593 -- - - -

299,115 Feasibility Study for Minemouth
Cogeneration

555,000 Gas-fired Cogeneration Plant

Non Renewable 854,115 854,115

6,874,708FY 94 Total ............... .............. .- 3,680,884
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Fiscal Year 1995
St GFunding (Current Dollars)

.State Grantee . I DOE | Non DOE Description

Alaska Atka 44.000

Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Idaho
Michigan -
Montana

New Mexico

Cape Fox
Haida Corporation
Hualapai
Manzanita Band
Ute Mt.Ute Tribe
Mohegan
Nez Perce
Keewenaw

.Blackfeet

Jemez Pueblo

125,000
190,758

. 200,000
80,000

196,780
.154,700
166,702

* 181.500
-- -. 152,865

91,608

162;136
152,294
129,197

190,965

171,617

I

0 Hydroelectric Feasibility Study
110,700 Hydroelectric FERC Application
95,902 Hydroelectric Feasibility Study Phase II
50,000 PV Water Pumping Stations
14,608 Wind Energy Tribal Office
85,696 PV Installation for Water Pumping

0 Efficiency and Renewable Options
78,521 Biodiesel Production Feasibilty Study
10,000 -Wood Waste Feasibility Study
86,053 Wind Turbine Construction and

Operation
23,000 Wind Farm Feasibility & Resource

Study
20,698 Hydroelectric Feasibility Study

0 PV Feasibility Study for 1 MW facility
27,299 Purchase Renewable and Efficiency

Equipment
63,000 Wind Resource Assessment,

Installation & Operation
40,000 IRP Development Considering

.Renewable Energy

Jicarilla Apache
Nambe Pueblo
Picuris Pueblo

North Dakota Devil's Lake Sioux

Standing Rock Sioux

-4
Renewable' 2,390,122 705,477

Alaska

Arizona
California

Montana

-Chignik Lagoon Village --a- - -- 100,717

Navajo
Hoopa Valley Tribe

*Crow Tribe

6,600,000
64,500

500,000

50,000 Diesel Generators and Electrical
Distribution Unes

0 Transmission Line
13,759 Weatherization and Energy Efficiency

Project
0 Minemouth Cogeneration Plant

63,759Non Renewable . -7,265,217.

a rr 112Orv 95 T^#5i 7rQ '3fi
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Fiscal Year 1996
Funding (Current Dollars)

State Grantee DOE I Non DOE Description

Alaska Haida Native Village Corp 2,000,000 4,475,000 Hydroelectric Project

Reneweable 2,000,000 4,475,000

Arizona Navajo 6,100,000 0 Transmission Line
Montana Crow 500,000 0 Energy

Non Renewable 6,600,000 0

FY 96 Total. 8,600,000 4,475,000

Fiscal Year 1997
unding (Current Dollars)

State -- Grantee DEr -i-| Non DOE ption

Alaska . Eyak Native Corp.' 1,905,000 13,505,000 Hydroelectric Project
Haida Native Village Corp. 1,000,000 Hydroelectric Project

New Mexico Jicarilla Apache Tribe 200,000 123,915 Hydroelectric Project Feasibility Study

Renewable 3,105,000 13,628,915

Alaska Klawock-Thome Bay Kassan* 952,000 1,753,000 Electrical Intertie

Non Renewable - - 952,000 1,753,000

FY97 Total ............................. 4,057,000 15,381,915

*The award was made to the State of Alaska who in'turn gave the funds to the appropriate entity.
^"The cost share in FY96 was reduced by the amount of the FY97 award.
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Fiscal Year 1998
| Funding (C urrent Dollars

State Grantee in DO urrent DOs) Description
Fund INon DOrE I

Alaska Eyak Native Corporation 1,757,000 Power Creek Hydroelectric Project
Village of Old Harbor/

Village of Scammon Bay 502,000 1,941,900 Hydroelectric Project Feasibility Study

New Mexico Jicarilla Apache Tribe 200,000 35,502 Hydroelectric Project Feasibility Study

Renewables 2,459,000 1,977,402

Alaska Skagway Bay - 877,000 4,449,000 Upper Lyn Canal Regional Electric
Project

Non Renewable 877,000 4,449,000

FY98 Total . .3,336,000 6,426,402

-The cost share In FY97 was reduced by the amount of the FY98 award.

Fiscal Year 1999
~Stat I GrnteeFunding (Current Dollars)

I DOE' I Non DOE * ecito
Arizona Navajo 210,000 120,000' PV Installations at remote residences
California Ramona Band 182,000 213,070 Hybrid PVIWind/Solar Hot Water

System
Manzanita Band 269,036 67,640 Hybrid WindIPV installation In tribal

buildings
New Mexico Jicarila Apache Tribal Utility 109,794 30,194 PV Installation

Authority
Pueblo Laguna 198,518 39,703 PV/WindlSolar hot water system -

North Dakota Three Affiliated Tribes -200,000 50,000 Wind 100 Kw turbine installation Ft.
Berthold Resv.

South Dakota Rosebud Sioux Tribe 508,750 508,750 Wind 750 Kw turbine installation
Wisconsin - Oneida Tribe 173,391 47,386 Solar Hot Water and PV Electric

Renewable 1,851,489 1,076,743

FY 99.................. 1,851,489 1,076,743
Sources: Personal communication with Steve Sargent,.U.S. Department of Energy, Denver Regional Support Office,

Januaiy 2000, Peggy Brookshire, U.S. Department of Energy, Idaho Operations Office, February 2000, and Nick Chevance,
Western Area Power Administration, March 2000.
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Appendix B

Energy Consumption Detailed Tables

AR U.S. Households ..................... 91.947,410 86,524,761 94.1 $851 4.049,303
All Indian Households ................... 599.159 538,931 89.9 $835 31.906

Not on Reservations .486.627 445,938 91.6 $838 28,456
On Reservations ......... 112.532 92,993 82.6 $ '822' 3,450

Acoma Pueblo and Trust Lands. NM ..... 584 573 98.1 $614 0
Blackfeet Reservation, MT ............. 1,863 1,832 98.3 $1,012 . 16
Cattaraugus Reservation, NY .......... 657 599 91.1 $974 48
Cheyenne River Reservation. SD ....... 1,282 1.178 91.8 $1,104 66
Colorado River Reservation. AZ-CA 8..... 635 607 95.5 $1,219 15
Colville Reservation, WA ... ........... 1,200 1.180 98.3 $965 7
CrowReservationandTrustLandsMT .. 1.075 1,051 97.7 $989 20
Devils Lake Sioux Reservation, ND ...... 631 577 91A $1,468 44
Eastern Cherokee Reservation. NC ...... 1,760 1.725 98.0 $927 26

* Flathead Reservation, MT ... .......... 1,734 . 1,655 95A $766 43

_ Fort Apache Reservation, AZ ....... ..... 2,322 2,083 89.7 _ 586 22
Fort Belknap Reservation and Tnist

Lands. MT .637 557 87A $890 45
Fort Berthold Reservation, ND . 829 734 .88.5 $912 57
Fort Hall Reservation and Trust Lands, ID 830 800 96.3 $953 14

Fort Peck Reservation. MT ............ 1,602 1,532 -- 95.6 $971 43
Gila River Reservation. AZ. 2.335 2,148 91.9 $737 9
Hoopa Valley Reservation, CA .536 527 98.3 $865 5
Hopi Reservation and Trust Lands, AZ ... 1.720 1.215 70.6 $566 13
Isleta Pueblo, NM .................... 833 829 99.5 $651 0
Jicarilla Apache Reservation, NM ....... 632 600 94.9 $751 2

Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation and
Trust Lands. WI ...... ............ 527 450 85.3 $704 62

LagunaPuebloandTrustLandsNM 1.015 1.008 99.3 $698 0
Lake Traverse (Sisseton) Reservation.

ND-SD ............ 747 629 84.2 $1,289 60
Leech Lake Reservation, MN ...... ...... 1,015 934 * 92.0 . $993 45
Menominee Reservation, WI .... ....... 830 796 ' 95.9 $600 24
Mescalero Apache Reservation, NM ..... 613 424 69.1 $804 96
Mississippi Choctaw Reservation and

Trust Lands, MS .... I ............. 922 907 - 98.3 $791 0
Navajo Reservation and Trust Lands,

AZ-NM-UT .. ... 34,161 20,902 61.1 $579 693
Nez Perce Reservation. ID .590 558 94.5 5949 22
Northern Cheyenne Reservation and

Trust Lands, MT-SD .......... .... 871 800 91.8 $1,227 56
Oneida (West) Reservation, WI 711 681 95.7 $669 30
Osage Reservation, OK. 1,944 1,925 99.0 $959 10
Papago Reservation. AZ. 2.100 1,896 90.2 $590 40
Pascua Yaqui Reservation. AZ 526 501 95.2 5646 9
Pine Ridge Reservation and Trust Lands,

NE-SD. 2.302 2,149 93.3 51.060 20
RedLake Reservation, MN ............ 917 910 99.2 51,241 3
Rosebud Reservation and Trust Lands,

SD ............................. 1,924 1,753 91.1 51.122 72
See notes at end of table.

5.8 12,233
3.0 T16,089
0.0 11
0.8 15
7.3 10
5.1 38
2.3 13
'O.5 13
1.8 4
6.9 10
1.4 9
2.4 36
0.9 217

7.0 35
6.8 38
1.6 16
2.6 -. 27
0.3 178
0.9 4
0.7 492
0.0 . 4
0.3 30

2.5 1 3 12
14.2 1I i 20

1.8 1 3 22
0.8 2 6 24
1.5 1 4 16
2.9 2 7 38
2.0 2 6 27
1.0 2 5 19
0.3 2 6 25
1.5 2 10 42
0.5 2 5 17
2.0 1 5 15
9.3 1 4 12

5.4 2 6 22
4.5 1 5 19
1.9 1 5 20
1.6 2 6 23
7.6 2 6 24
0.7 1 4 13

28.6 1 3 12
0.4 1 -3 16
4.7 1 3 11

11.7 15 2.8 2 5 12
0.0 7 0.6 1 3 17

8.0 - 58 7.7 3 10 42
4.4 36 3.5 2 7 20
2.8 10 1.2 1 3 11

15.6 93 -- 15.1 .1 4 13

- 0.0 15 1.6 2 4 ' 17

2.0 12,566 36.7 1 3 16
3.7 . 10 . . 1.6 2 .5 .22

6.4
4.2
0.5
1.9
1.7

15 1.7 3' 8 27
0 0.0 1 3 81
9 1 0.4 1 4 16

164 7.8 1 6 21
16 3.0 2 5 24

0.8 133 5.7 2 8 30

0.3 4 0.4 3 8 27

3.7 99 5.1 2 9 39
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0 Table Bla. Number and Percent Distribution of Energy Costs of Households for Electricity (Continued)

* - Households Paying - Households with Households with Cot
Occupied for Electricity Costs In Rent no Costs/no Access HH Incoe

Geographic Area Housing - - ncome

Units Number Percent Mean Number Percent Numer Percent Percentile
I I -T10 FE 90-g

SL Regis Mohawk Reservaton, NY 628 615
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